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Let The Circus Begin ...
Again; Paris Hilton Is Free!
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Sheriff, Pap Paw's Little Angel Women's State Am
KSP
another jewel in
make
local sports crown
meth
arrests
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The
Calloway
County
Sheriff's
Department
has
charged two men with manufacturing methamphetamines following a tip from a county resident concerning trespassers.
Sheriff Bill Marcum said this
morning that Joshua Beane of
Calloway County and Steve
York of Benton have been
arrested and charged with manufacturing methamphetamine.
Both have been lodged in
Calloway County Jail.
"We received a call around
8:50 Sunday morning about a
probably trespasser on Turner
Road,- Marcum said. "Upon
arrival, Deputy Rogers Dawson
came upon two white males
with what we believe at that
time had an active meth lab
going."
Beane was arrested immediately; however York fled the
scene and was captured Monday
afternoon in Benton by sheriff's
deputies with an assist from the
Murray Police Department,
Kentucky State Police and
Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force
personnel.
An investigation of the incident is continuing.
In an unrelated incident
Monday, two Paris, Tenn., residents were arrested and charged
with manufacturing methamphetamine and other drug violations following a traffic stop in
downtown Murray, according to
a report from Kentucky State
Police.
Ashley N. Hawkins, 27, and
Ralph M. Baker, 28, were
arrested by Trooper Donald
Bowman at 2:15 a.m. Monday

II See Page 2A

By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
As hundreds of people from all corners of the state travel to Murray this
week for the Women's Kentucky State
Amateur tournament at Miller
Memorial Golf Course, it's not just
local golfers who are going for the
green — it's business owners too.
With 96 golfers competing, many of
whom have family in tow — es well as
media members, state officials and
spectators — Murray's hotels, restaurants, gas stations and shopping centers
can expect a boost this week, said
Chamber of Commerce Director Tab
Brockman.
"You're tat 'ng about at least a couple hundred people in town and staying
overnight, and that's bare bones minimum," he said."That has a ripple effect
and the dollars actually churn, as they
say, and turn over in the economy several times.
"It can do nothing but help us in the
economy and it certainly helps us in
terms of prestige."
The tournament, which began in
1923, is making its first stop in Murray

UM BERRY/Ledger & Times

Hardin resident Bennie "Gene" Beasley says he has his 5-year-old granddaughter Savannah Porter to thank for being alive today. Porter found
Beasley bleeding from a burst peptic ulcer and warned family members.

Alert Hardin girl, 5, credited
for saving grandfather's life
His ulcer burst and Beasley began to
bleed profusely internally and could have
suffocated in his own blood as it began
flow into his lungs.
Luckily, Savannah Porter jumped out
of bed early that morning while everyone
else was snoozing and went to his bedroom where she tried to awaken him. She
was unsuccessful, but she did notice that
something just wasn't right.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HARDIN, Ky. — If it weren't for his
5-year-old granddaughter's love for playing with her "Pap Paw," Bennie "Gene"
Beasley might not be alive today.
Beasley, who has a peptic ulcer, went
to bed early on the night of June 13 at the
Hardin home of his step-daughter Robin
Porter. He wasn't feeling well and during
the night his health took an almost fatal
turn for the worst.

MI See Page 2A

thanks to a newly renovated Miller
Memorial golf course and some aggressive recruiting by clubhouse manager
Will Snodgrass and Judy Lyle, member
of Miller and the Women's Kentucky
Golf Association
Board.
INSIDE
Brockman said •Marsha
the folks at Miller Bordas is fixdeserve all the cred- ture in
it for getting the Women's
event to Murray. "It Kentucky
just shows we've State Amateur
golf tournagot a great golf ment.
course," he said. •Lady Racer
"Congrats to Will players in hunt
Snodgrass
and for champieveryone else who onship.
was involved in get— See B
Section
ting that thing here."
Having the tournament here will
help people recognize the support the
town gives not only to golf, but to athletics in general. Brockman recalled a
ranking of America's best sports towns
released by Sports Illustrated several
41.

•See Page 2A

Fletcher spent $3.5
million on primary race
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Paducah businessman
Ernie Fletcher, campaigning in the Billy Harper, who both
wake of a political scandal, spent near- claimed the scandal
ly $3.5 million to win the GOP primary. had politically woundThe heated race left Fletcher with ed the governor and he
just more than $23,500 on hand, could not win a second
according to records filed with the term.
Kentucky Registry of Election Finance.
Harper spent more
The first-term Republican governor than $6.1 million on
and his administration were under his unsuccessful caminvestigation for nearly two years for paign, according to
Fletcher
allegedly rewarding political supporters campaign
finance
illegally with protected state jobs. records. The money, nearly all of which
Fletcher was indicted on related misde- came from his own bank accounts, paid
meanor charges that were eventually for nonstop political ads leading up to
dropped in a deal with prosecutors.
the May 22 primary election.
Fletcher faced challenges from forNorthup was expected to file her
mer U.S. Rep. Anne Northup and campaign finance report later today.

Land clearing goes green with envirostriendly method
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Wnter
Dale
Swift
of
Swift
Environmental of Murray has
brought a new, environmentallyfriendly method of land clearing to
the region. The process involves
large machinery that will eat and
chip away at the trees and brush
turning it into mulch before your
eyes.
"The machines used for this type
work are popular in the Atlanta area
and south of there, as well as places
where you can't burn what's been
cleared. These machines work great
on soft wood, small thickets and
things that are hard to burn," he said.
Swift noted that the powerful
machinery would disintegrate the
whole tree down to the mulch in
minutes or seconds depending upon
the size of the items being cleared.
"This is a great way to clear a lot
with a single-pass system. You can
go over it one time and the job is
done,- he said.
Swift noted that he had
researched the procedure extensively
and had even made several trips to
see it in use before deciding to try it
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himself. "I've been using it for about to go back and rake up the debris so
one year, making some changes it can be hauled off.
here-and-there to fit particular needs,
"You can have detailed, selective
studying productivity and efficiency. clearing and it doesn't affect the root
It takes about one year of actual system of what you want to save. It's
training to properly use the equip- a great way of doing land clearing,"
ment,- he added.
he noted. "It's also good for areas
He said he had also traveled to where you have fuel-reduction projChicago to look at machines and ects."
manufacturers.
He observed that with burning
He said the machine operators laws becoming more and more
were already familiar with the func- enforced, this process of clearing is
tion of the heavy equipment. but becoming very popular. "You don't
they would have to become more have to cut the trees and brush, pile
familiar with the different woods it up, burn it and then haul off what's
and densities of the woods and how left."
to approach the trees and brush.
The grinders have different
"You have to know the terrain and hydraulics and different fittings, and
typography of the project," he the units can cost approximately
added.
twice the amount of standard, basic
Swift is currently using two machines. but Swift says, the
pieces of equipment - a larger exca- machines can be time and cost effecvator and a smaller trac-type skid tive. "In some instances - depending
steer - to clear an abahdoned. over- upon the size of the project and the
grown area of land in a subdivision amount of trees and brush - the time
off Coles Campground Road. Swift spent on a project can be cut in half.
said he was pleased with the "When we don't have to dig it out,
progress and the fact that the process pile it up, burn it and then bury
didn't disturb the top soil.
debris or haul it off, we can save
He said the smaller machine has a
debris rake that allows the operator

III See Page 2A

3-DAY FORECAST
Tonight

Wednesday

Thursday

Portly Clow*

clears a thicket of pine trees in a subdivision off Coles Campground Road north of
Murray. Dale Swift of Swift Environmental of Murray says the new method of clearing land is environmentally friendly.

GIVE DAD THE GIFT OF
GOOD HEALTH.
UBC Gift Certificates Available!

r
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
A trac-type skid steer piece of heavy equipment with attached special grinders
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Deposition traces alleged rig effort to Gov. office Crittenden
PolIceSherifftells
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A deposition filed to Disponett and others that they were not receivPolice Departrnient
by the Execuuve Branch Ethics Commission said ing contracts from the state Crosbie described the
school district • A gas drive-off Murray
was reported at Kroger Fuel at 12:39 p.m.
a directive to have Transportation ('abinet offi- gathenng an "introduction meeting," according
Monday
cials illegally ng bridge design contract
to a summary of an interview with Crosbie
•Stolen property was recovered at Country Hearth Inn at 3:06
from Gov. Ernie Fletcher's office.
considering
released by the ethics conunission.
p.m. Monday.
A story appearing in The Lexington HeraldCrosbie said he never asked Disponett or
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
Leader today quoted Dave Disponett, former Williams to "throw" state contracts to DLZ,
4-day week
•A theft from a car on Honeysuckle Dnve was reported at 6.14
unpaid adviser to Fletcher as telling state Highway according to the summary of his testimony.
as

a

CALM

a

Commissioner Marc Williams to steer the engineering contract to a company represented by
Lexington lobbyist Scott Crosbie. The statement
was attributed in the story to a November 2006
deposition by former state Highway Engineer Sam
Beverage.
In his testimony, Beverage said he instructed
staff members under his direction to funnel the
contract for two Harrison County bndges to an
engineering firm called DLZ after being ordered
to do so by Williams.
Beverage said Williams told him he had been
asked to help DLZ by Disponett. who had an
office in the Capitol at the time, and Crosbie. a
lobbyist for DLZ.
Other documents released Monday contend
that Crosbie and at least two officials with DLZ
• met with Fletcher in his office after complaining

Crosbie repeated that claim in an interview
Monday, the newspaper reported.
Disponett told Williams that DLZ "wanted the
Harrison County. twin bridges contract," according to a summary of Disponett's testimony. aa .
Disponett declined to be interviewed by the
newspaper. Williams was traveling and unavailable for comment, said cabinet spokesman Doug
Hogan. He has previously said he expects to be
cleared of any charges.
Fletcher press secretary Jodi Whitaker said
Monday the governor's office referred the matter
to Kentucky State Police in June 2005, three
months after members of a contract selection committee told the cabinet's Office of Inspector
General that they had illegally favored DLZ at the
request of their superiors. Despite the alleged
faVontisni, DLZ'did not get the'contract.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Students in a western Kentucky
county might not have to deal
with the Monday morning blues
in a couple of years.
The Crittenden County
Board of Education is considering adopting a four-day school
week as a way to deal with rising fuel pnces.
"We are developing a contingency plan to deal with fuel
costs should they get to the 4or 5- dollar range," said
Superintendent John Belt.
The rising fuel prices affect
not only transportation to and
from school for students, but
also add to food costs and
extracurricular activities, Belt
said.
"It impacts everything from
top to bottom really," he said.
Neighboring
Webster
County went to a four-day
school week during the 200304 school year, and has seen a
rise in attendance and test
scores, Belt said. Students go to
class from Tuesday to Friday
while teachers use Monday as a
planning day.
Crittenden County school
board member Phyllis Orr said
providing day care for the
younger students may be a
problem. "We want to do
what's best for the children, and
if it's not best for them, we're
not going to do it," she said.

AIRPORT PRESENTATION

Townerier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 11:30
&m. Wednesday at the hospital board room The agenda
includes
a
construction
update, Spring Creek survey
results, information on the
adult day care and an executive session
III
The
Dexter-Almo
Heights Water District will
meet Monday, July 2, at 7
p m at the District Water
Office located at 351 Almo
Rd
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times
Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corp President Mark Manning, right, presents Murray-Calloway County Airport board chairman Jim Fain with a framed copy of the
Ledger & Times article highlighting renovations during the EDC's annual meeting last week
Manning said Fain could display the newspaper in the airports new building

•Sports crown ...
events in the state each year. Brockman said the
tournament will be of interest to golf enthusiasts
!.Cairs ago in which MUITTiiy was one of the beststatewide and as newspapers and television staranked small towns
tions across the state run coverage of the event,
Beyond golf, Murray annually plays host to Murray can only benefit from the publicity.
baseball and basketball tournaments that draw
"It certainly keeps us on the map," he said.
teams, families and tans And in September. "There's going to be stories in newspapers all over
Murray will setae as a regional site for a three- the state with the byline 'Murray, Ky so that can
day. USTA-sanctioned state rutted-doubles tour- only help us."
nament that is expected to bring 6410-710 players
The tournament began Monday with the qualito the Jak,o,i Purchase area
fying round and runs through Friday There is no
"I think it speaks to how well our loan sup- charge for spectators and golf carts are available
ports sports," Brockman said. "I think a re- for rental.
emphasizes that and moves us up the ladder a lit- , Brockman said the immediate effect on the
tle bit more It's a sery, very nice honor for our economy the tournament will have should be
tommunits to be able to host this golf tourna- equivalent to some of the bigger baseball and basment "
*thatl tournaments held in Murray, but the longThe Kentucky State Amateur, held in term effect generated by the publicity could he
Louiss ale this year. and the Wotnen•s Kenna ky much greater
State Amateur are two of the most anticipated golf

p.m. Monday. A case was opened for theft by unlawful taking less
than $300
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

Two are injured in
Monday 641 accident
Staff Report
BENTON, Ky. — Two people were treated for injuries following a two-vehicle collision Monday afternoon on U.S. 641 that
closed the highway for about an hour.
Marshall County -Sheriff's Department reskOrided to the eollision on U.S. 641 at Church Grove Road about a mile south of
Benton at 4:52 p.m. Monday.
Teresa H. Ruley, 45, of Benton, was traveling north on U.S. 641
in her 1984 Nissan 300 ZX passenger car, according to a release
from the Marshall County Sheriff's Department. When she slowed
to turn left onto Church Grove Road, her car was struck from
behind.
Police said Gregory A. Homick, 19, of Hardin, was directly
behind Ruley's car. His 1994 Ford F-150 pickup truck struck the
back of Ruley's car.
EMS transported Ruley and one of her passengers — Samantha
N. Ruley, 10, also of Benton — to Marshall County Hospital, where
they were treated for injuries sustained in the collision. Another
passenger — Winston T. Ruley, 14, also of Benton — refused medical treatment at the scene.
Hornick said he was not injured, according to the sheriff's
department release.
U.S. 641 was closed for about an hour while the collision scene
was cleared. Benton Police Department and Benton Fire
Department assisted Marshall County Sheriff's Department.

KSP asking residents to
help ID marijuana crops
HICKORY, Ky. — Official
with the Kentucky State Police
Post One are asking area residents to help identify locations
and persons growing marijuana
indoors or outdoors.
Police are asking landowners
to be aware of possible marijuana growing operations on their
land. They should watch for
worn trails that lead to roads,
and trails leading to sources of
water.
Many growers pperate at
night, State Police ate warning
landowners to watch for person's trespassing at night by lis-

tening for the sound of machinery such as four-wheelers,
tillers, mowers and chainsaws.
They should also be aware of
lights coming from areas that
are not normally lighted and
vehicles parked in odd places.
Should you suspect possible
illegal activity on your land or
find marijuana while hunting or
fanning, please contact the
Kentucky State Police Post One
at (270) 856-3721 or 1-800DOPE-TIP. All tips and information can be reported and the
caller remains anonymous.

From Front

II Meth arrests ...
From Front
at the intersection of Maple and
South Fourth streets.
Bowman stopped Hawkins,
the driver, for alleged traffic
violations During the stop.
Bowman said he suspected the
possible presence of illegal
drugs in the vehicle. After
Hawkins and Baker consented
to a search, components used to

manufacture methamphetkunine
along with marijuana, the drug
ecstasy and drug paraphernalia
were reportedly discovered.
Hawkins was charged with
manufacturing methamphetamine, theft by unlawful taking
of anhydrous ammonia, possession of marijuana, seconddegree possession of drug paraphernalia. failure to signal and
having no vehicle insurance.
Baker was charged with first-

degree manufacturing methamphetamine, first-degree posses-,
sion of a controlled substance
(ecstasy), theft by unlawful taking of anhydrous ammonia, possession of marijuana, possession:
of drug paraphernalia and not
wearing a seat belt.
Both
were lodged in.Calloway County Jail. An investigation of the incident is continuing.

•Little Angel ...
it wasn't for her I wouldn't be
medical help could arrive.
here today."
"She heard me, I guess
•
Beasley said that according
Porter ran into her mother's gurgling. By the time she came
.
bedroom to tell her there was around at 7 o'clock in the morn- to the doctors, he "bled out."
"They told me if I had bled
ing, there was a big pool of
something wrong.
"There was blood on him and blood" Beasley said. "She for about another hour. I'd probon his face and on his mouth woke me up when she hollered ably be dead," he said.
According to family memand all over the floor and I went and I turned over on my side to
to go get mom." the girl said keep the blood from going into bers. Savannah didn't stop with
dunng an interview with the my lungs and choking me. I just reporting what had happened, she also wanted a hand in
Murray' Ledger & Times could have died."
Robin said she checked her grandfather's treatment.
Thursday
"When they got him to the
Robin Porter, a nurse, said Beasley's blood pressure and
she sleepily ignored her daugh- heart rate after calling for emer- hospital: she was nght there."
said Beasley's wife, Peggy.
ter at first because Beasley is gency medical personnel.
Beasley spent about five "When they tried to give him a
known as a sound sleeper.
Murray-Calloway shot, she would ask 'Why are
"She said her Pap Paw days at
wouldn't wake up and he was ('ounty Hospital undergoing you doing that?' and when they
slobbenng I didn't think much treatment until he was released. laid turn on a bed, she'd say
He says he's glad to be alive 'Why are you doing that?"
about it until she said he was
Beasley says he will always
slobbering black," Robin said. and now calls the cute, blonde'That's when I thought I'd bet- haired little tike his "guardian feel that he owes his life to the
angel."
girl.
ter get up."
-That's what she is to me,"
"She's my little angel." he
Beasley lost about two pints
of blood before his condition he said, holding her on his lap at said.
was discovered and emergency. the home All I know is that if

From Front

•Enviro-friendly
From Front
time and mows," he said.
He noted that this form of
cleanng land would also be
effective in tightly,populated
areas where workers couldn't
burn hesause of closely contained spaces. "This is idso
advantageous over burning

when ashes and matenals can
fall •••orito an adjacent property
owner's yard. swimming poial or
other items," he added.
Swift said the subdivision
vi here his 4:0111pair. iv ,Aorking
had been partialls developed. "It
has been purchased by David
Smart and Kenny Wyatt. They
are planning to have nice.

affordable, neat houses"
He said Swift Environmental
is a diversified company that
specializes in environmental situations, erosion control, site
prep, land cleanng and room.
tie said he got his start in business by removing gas tanks.
"You have to stay diversified in
today's market." Swift said.
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GREG TRAViS/Ledger & Times
MedisOnville-North High School students. Addisson Grimm. left, and Chris Boaz, participate in
Murray State University's 2007 Trumpet Workshop Students from throughout the region
attended the 15th annual intensive three-day workshop
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Birdwhistell: state Medicaid
able to 'pay all the bills'
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -- The state's once troubled Medicaid
program is now thriving thanks to widespread reform, a state official said Monday.
"We're going to pay all the bills," Health and Family Services
Secretary Mark Birdwhistell said. "I feel very good about where we
Birdwhistell's comments come just two years after lawmakers
were projecting the program would lose anywhere from $125-675
million. Instead, Birdwhistell said the state will be able to handle the
$5.7 billion cost of the program, which helps 710,000 of the state's
lowest income and disabled residents.
Birdwhistell pointed to the state's ability to provide more generic drugs to patients while actually dropping the average number of
prescriptions per recipient as a major reason for the decline. The
average cost of health care for Medicaid recipients also dropped
slightly, from $119 a week in 2005 to $115 last year.
The reforms, which were made possible by a major federal waiver approved last year, have helped the state land $55 million worth
of additional federal funding.
While the outlook is encouraging, some Democratic leaders are
hesitant to say the state's Medicaid crisis has been averted.

Police: man kills wife and
her daughter before suicide
LOUISVILLE, Ky 1AP) — A 48-year-old hospital worker
opened fire on his family in their home — killing his wife and
teenage stepdaughter and critically wounding his stepson, police
said Monday. The man then shot himself to death.
"We believe it is a murder suicide," said Louisville police
Detective Phil Russell.
Keith Northern died from a self-inflicted gunshot wound, said
Jefferson County deputy coroner Gayle Norris. His 35-year-old
wife, Katina Northern, died of multiple gunshot wounds and her
daughter, 16-year-old Rachel Mattingly, died of a single gunshot
wound, Norris said.
All three were pronounced dead at the scene, Norris said. The
weapon was a 9 mm handgun, Russell said.
Katina Northern's 12-year-old son was shot in the cheek and
underwent surgery at Kosair Children's Hospital, where he was in
critical condition Monday.

Former Cumberland clerk charged
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Former Cumberland County Clerk
Lynne Groce has been arrested after a four-month investigation by
Kentucky State Police, investigators said Monday.
Groce, 47, of Burkesville, was charged with seven felony counts
of abuse of public trust, said Sgt. Travis TenniII, a spokesman at
state police headquarters in Frankfort. Groce was booked into the
Adair County Jail and released on bond.
State police allege that Groce, who served one term as clerk in
the southern Kentucky county, took $60,000 over a two-year period
beginning in 2004.
Groce lost her bid for re-election last year.

Eastern Ky. coal operator sentenced
to three years for fraud
LEXINGTON. Ky..(AP)— An eastern Kentucky coal mine operator who lied to insurance companies about the number of employees he had was sentenced to three years in prison on Monday.
Harold Simpson, svtio has operated mines in several eastern
Kentucky counties, must also pay $1.5 million in restitution, the
Lexington Herald-Leader reported on its Web site.

Free electronic hearing tests will be given
Wednesday 6/27, Thursday 6/28, Friday 6/29
1311 Johnson, Murray •9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
A factory-trained hearing instrument specialist will be
available to give these free tests at the address below.
Many styles of the
latest digital &
programmable hearing
instruments.

The Superman Tower of
Power ride at the Six
Flags'Kentucky Kingdom in
toutsviHe is shown above

IN HOME TESTING
AVAILABLE &
AT NO CHARGE

Thrill ride that
severed girl's feet
still shut down

Introducing...

AP

//
Be/tone'0ne"

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
A thrill ride remains shut down
at four Six Flags locations
around the country as investiga
tors in Kentucky review evidence and witness statements
from an accident that resulted in
a teenager's feet being sheared
off.
Investigators have completed
the investigation at Six Flags
Kentucky Kingdom and are now
going over the evidence and witness accounts, said Ted Sloan, a
spokesman for the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture,
which inspects amusement park
rides.
"We're trying to determine
what happened and why it happened," Sloan said Monday.
loose
broke
A cable
Thursday on the Superman
Tower of Power ride, striking a
13-year-old girl in the legs, officials have said. Sloan said
there's been no determination on
what caused the cable to break
Sloan was unsure if investigators had interviewed the girl
or her family.
The ride passed inspection in
each of the last four years
according to ifKpection records.
The ride lifts passengers 177
feet straight up, then drops them
nearly the same distance at
speeds reaching 54 miles per
hour. Six Flags shut down simitar rides at parks in St. Louis;
Gurnee, Illinois; and near
Washington.

OrleT,
N Beltone's latest and most advanced digital product, is
designed to help you hear better in almost any environment.

Come celebrate INDEPENDENCE
with The Murray Bank as we
celebrate our customers!

One'Specialfeatures:
-Rapid Wide Dynamic Range
Helps ensure sounds and voices are comfortable and natural.

Join us for The Murray Bank's annual

-Advanced Speech Pattern Detection
Designed to minimixe disturbance from background sounds.

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION DAY

-Active Feedback Cancellation
Gives you a more powerful and comfortable hearing experience
and makes it easy to use the telephone.

Friday, June 29th, 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Lunch will be served at both offices
405 South 12th St.
& 700 North 12th St.

-Silencer System
Reduces low-level noises like those from
computers, fans and refrigerators.

Why pay for a hearing instrument you have
never heard of when a Beltone costs no more.

$700 TRADE IN $1000 OFF
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The Murray Bank
is Murray's ONLY local, independent bank!
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Finding music
One in six school districts in Kentucky has decreased
funding for the arts over the past five years, and one in
nine has reduced the number of certified arts specialists,
according to a 2(X)5 report from the Collaborative of
Teaching and Learning.
Even worse, on average in Kentucky,
across all grade levels preschool through
middle school, the largest amount of time
per week spent in teaching visual arts and
music is 30 to 60 minutes, with I to 30
minutes for dance and drama.
WKMS-FM, the National Public Radio
member station, is taking one small step
to fill the widening gap as of. July 2 at
II a.m. by broadcasting "From the Top,"
a terrific series featuring young classical
Main Street musicians.
Though the significance of music eduBy Constance
cation might be illustrated by more statisAlexander
tics, it is the stories of individuals that
Local
demonstrate the power of music instrucColumnist
tion. Take Jordan Kinsey, for instance:
MSU graduate, music teacher in Marble
Hill, Mo., and Army sergeant And instrument repair technician At Fort Knox.
When asked about his earliest interest in music. Jordan
recalls watching his older brothers and sisters perform in
the high school band. He started out on trumpet because
that was what his siblings played, and that is what his
family owned.
Jordan also confesses that he had some behavior and
academic problems in elementary school.
"I was told countless times and believed) that I was on
the road to becoming a delinquent and a menace to scx:iety
I was also not very athletic," he continues. "especially
when compared to my exceptionally athletic father and
brothers."
Probably the saddest statement in Jordan Kinsey's biography is this: "In general. I didn't really have much in my
„ life to be really proud of .••
Looking forward to middle school band. Jordan hoped he
would discover a special talent. The trumpet, however, did
not work for him the way it had for others in his family.
He found he had to struggle to keep up with even the
. beginners.
"After two miserable months of sixth-grade band. I
found myself hopelessly behind my peers, but this led to
what I still view as the defining moment of my life."
Jordan remembers the details of that day with clarity,
and sums up his feelings like this: "I was the most disappointed in myself I'd ever been before or since. I had now
offictally failed at everything I'd ever attempted. and I
wasn•1 just giving up on music. I was giving up on life."
When director Ron Cowherd refused to sign the form to
free Jordan from band, he started the boy in a whole new
musical direction.
"Ile volunteered his time after school at least three days
a week for MONTHS, slowly and meticulously teaching
and re-teaching me to play the tuba," Jordan Kinsey.
recalls
To this day. he wonders why Cowherd took an interest
in him at all -Ile most definitely did riot see some great
untrained talent that he was trying to harness in hopes of
someday being litIllOtts as 'The Man Who Taught Jordan
Kinsey.- he quips
Nevertheless, as a result of Cowherd's patient instruction.
Jordan's life ((Kik a turn that led to many other opportunities He attended MSC on a partial music scholarship. with
Ow remainder paid through benefits earned as a bandsman
in the U.S Army
"F se performed all across this counir!, and tv.14.c in
Europe." he says. es er grateful to Mr Cowherd. who is
now band director at Community Christian Academy in
Paducah
"There were times when my parents had serious doubts
'A% to whether I would make it through high school." Jordan explains. "Now I am a college graduate and a public
school band director myself If esen once in my career I
have the kind of impact on a child's life that Mr. Cowherd
had on mine. I will consider my self an enormous success."
Take that. American Idol, and tune into WKMS-FM at
II am on Monday, July 2. when "From the Top" showcases other young people who have found a life in music.
for more information. log on to wwwwkms.ont. and
wvvis..fronithetop.org To see some talented voungsters in
iu non go iti WWW.wuruhe.com/clusitualkids.
Read Alain Street online. Contact the olummit dire(:A
o,in4 eale ander Or nen•wai et ornm.net
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Bloomberg's bolt to unaffiliation
New York City Mayor Michael
frustrated with the
Bloomberg was never really a Republiextreme partisanship
can, neither was he really a Democrat,
that passes for governthe political party he previously left.
ing in Washington.
From DINO (Democrat In Name Only).
Neither party seems to
he became a RINO (Republican In
be willing to give the
Name Only) and now I guess one might
other a break. Neither
call him.. what, an UNO (Unaffiliated In
appears ready to credit
Name Only)?
the other with any
Actually. Bloomberg is to party affiligood ideas. Both
ation what some New Yorkers are to
indulge in finger
their baseball teams --- when they're
Cal's
pointing and focus on
winning they're all for them, hut lose
destroying the other. A
Thoughts
and it's the Bronx cheer.
By Cal Thomas growing number of us
Still, in announcing his new unaffilisay it doesn't matter
Syndicated
ated status. Bloomberg said something
which party is in
Columnist
that caught my attention: "Any successcharge, because both
ful elected executive knows that real
appear to act like the
results are more important than partisan
party of government. Republicans and
battles, and that good ideas should take
Democrats seem to care more about
precedence over rigid adherence to any
.gaining and maintaining power and posiparticular ideology." Not that Bloomberg
tion and seeing what they can get out
was eVei known for a ngid adherence
of their tenure as "public servants" than
to anything besides his money (he is a
they do about actually serving the pubbillionaire. in case you hadn't heard).
lic.
but still he may be onto something.
Since his re-election as an independCalifornia Governor Arnold
ent. Connecticut Senator Joe Lieberman
Schwarzenegger has spoken of a tle%
has spoken and acted like a liberated
era of "post partisanship" in describing
man. In this, he sounds like Michael
his approach to gin enung America's
Bloomberg.
largest state. He And Bloomberg are feaIt isn't that ideology counts for nothtured on the coser of this week's Time
ing. It does. But no one gets his or her
magaime The headline is "Who Needs
way all the time and with so many
Washington?" Not them.
challenges confronting us — inside and
Six months into the Democratic domi- especially outside the country — people
nance of Congress. polls show the pubare beginning to question the old model
lic disapproves of the job Democrats are of partisan bickering and the pursuit of
doing. In fact, the Democrats' approval
power for its own sake. Did the Repubratings are lower than those of President licans learn nothing from their defeat at
Bush
the polls last November? Aren't the
The public is increasingly angry and
Democrats already repeating their mis-

takes? Can't they see that the public is
on to their game and is sick of it?
Might the 2(X)8 election be a different kind of election than what we have
seen in the recent past and are seeing
presently? Could a couple of candidates
emerge who actually seek consensus on
some critical issues and who tell us it
is more important to destroy our terrorist enemies than to treat the other as an
enemy and seek to destroy a fellow
American? Would a public that seems so
turned off to the political scorched earth
tactics of both parties pay attention to
candidates who put the country and
what's really best for America ahead of
their own careers and personal objectives'?
I could be wrong (or naive) — and
it wouldn't be the first time — but a
candidate, pr candidates, who non on •
consensus or commtm ground theme
might attract more attention than Republican and Democratic candidates who
indulge their lower natures by claiming
the "other side" is out to destroy the
country and that electing the other person means Armageddon for us all.
The first "affiliation" of all Americans
should be to America and its interests,
not to political parties that increasingly
seem out of touch with that objective.
Bloomberg and Schwarzenegger (and
Lieberman, may be onto something. It
will be interesting to see how quickly
others follow.
Send comments to Cal Thomas to
Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kenmore
Ave., Suite 114. Buffalo, N.Y., 14207, or
tmseditors@tribune.com.

Energy proposal hurts business
As a small business ov.ner
I atll keenly aware that nearly
all of the money we fires iously spent to espand our business or to maintain and
upgrade our equipment is now
going toward increased costs
of energy Oddly. the national
energy policy proposals being
debated in Congress are t.ertam to continue to dnse up
fuel costs for all Americans
This will ultimately result in
lob loss and diminished eta.mimic growth unless we can
amve at a more sensible plan
to provide secure And affordable energy
The view in Washington
scents to he thee things are all
right because inflation is in
control In tact, the high sost
of energy is wiucciing man)
business owner. and devastai
mg many kw or fixed-income
families. In our case, the rising cost of overhead includes
energy-dependent resource'i.
paper, ink and distribution
costs. and providing utilities
for our facility
This is money we had
planned to use to upgrade our
equipment and expand hum
nes% capacity with new albs
Now we find ourselves cutting
cornets and looking for ways
to scale back on those vet)
dungs that have made OW
business strong - quality production and customer service
The problem seems to lie
with the legislation corning
out of Congress Many of
the energy bills lately have
been about new taxes or fees
and nil, aloes on MIT Oil corn-

GUEST VOICE
By Robert A. Valentine
pante., or they have been
measures which restrict their
ability to go about finding
and deseloping new sources
.4 oil and gas. Another recent
piece of energy legislation is
the mandate to include ethanol
with gasoline.
I think we all agree that
we need to seek new sources
of energy for the future, hut
it cannot be at the expense of
today's economy
When Congress required
that ethanol he blended into
gasoline beginning last spring.
(ten the ethanol producers
were taken off guard by the
huge spike in demand. and
prices of gas went up due to
the shortage It seems to be
common knowledge that
ethanol is particularly difficult
to distribute nationwide since
it cannot was el through
pipelines and must he shipped
via truck or rail, making it
expasive.
Most of the energy authorities I base consulted seem to
regard ethanol as a "wash," if
not A burden on the fuel
prices
We all know- that legislation often pniduces a "workable compnwhise." but a pinch
of this and a c-oncession of
that is not what we need'We
need a clear direction. There
are hills in Congress now that
seem to mandate tenfold the
amount of ethanol required by
the year 2020. These bills

appear to he predicated upon
quantum leap developments in
/swine' technology over the
next decade. It's nice to have
faith, and it's necessary to be
optimistic. but it's silly to
make policy over a bedrock
element of our economy based
on theories, remote possibilities and unproven guesses.
Of course, alternative and
renewable sources of energy
Are a wonderful plan for the
future, but for most consumers
and business people the future
is now C'ongress and our legislators must look Al the true
costs of this far-fetched legislation and present initiatives to
develop a safe and secure
stream of energy which will
help put money back on the

bottom line and encourage
economic growth at home
rather than cutbacks, outsourcing of jobs to other countries,
and business stagnation
"If you want more of
something. subsidize it; if you
want less, Lax it." We know
the almost mathematical truth
of that old axiom. Well, we
are taxing fuel use and
income without subsidizing job
growth and business expansion.
It's no way to run a business, and it doesn't seem to
be an effective way to run a
country, either,
---- --Robert A. Valentine is publisiwr of New Caleckmian
Press, Murray Life Magajne
and the editorial offices for
the "Wake Up ... Live the
Life .vou Love" boo& series.
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Obituaries
Ms. Louise Lamb

liresday, June 26, 2807 • 5A

Four injured in Bowling Green
bus crash in critical condition

Ms. Louise Lamb, 98, Murray, died Monday, June 25, 2007, at
7:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She had worked at the former Gladys Scott Dress Shop, Murray,
and had retired from the former Bank of Murray after 16 years of
service. She was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
Born March 12, 1909, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
(AP)
— Most of the members of
of the late Quitman Lamb and Viola Cleaver Lamb. Preceding her in
death were one sister, Madelyn Lamb, and three brothers, Morris an extended Alabama family
injured in a tour bus wreck have
Lamb, James Lamb and Laurain Jack Lamb.
returned home, but four of the
Survivors include several cousins.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. 15 victims of the crash who
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry Evans will officiate. remained hospitalized were in
critical condition.
Burial will follow in the Hazel Cemetery.
The bus veered off a southern
Visitation will be at the funerat home after 10 a.m. Wednesday.
interstate
early
Kentucky
Monday
and
slammed
into
an
Jack Dudley
Jack Dudley, 85, Marion, Ill., died Monday, June 25, 2007, at overpass support, killing Carrie
Walton, 71, and resulting in
Heartland Regional Medical Center, Marion.
His daughter, Jackie Dudley of Paducah, Ky., formerly of injuries that left 15 people hospitalized Monday night.
Murray, Ky., survives.
At least four of the injured
Blue Funeral Home, Marion, is in charge of arrangements.
were reported in critical condition this morning at Vanderbilt
Mrs. Mary Della Satterwhite
Hospital
in
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Della Satterwhite will be today University
(Tuesday) at I p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Nashville, Tenn., said hospital
Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Music will be by Cyndi spokesman Doug Campbell.
Kayalon Jackson, 8, of
Satterwhite.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Satterwhite, Rick Satterwhite, Michael Forkland, Ala., and the driver,
Sykes, Tony Wallace, Roe Lane and Jackie Hale, active; Earl Abraham Parker, 63, of
Satterwhite, Harold Wayne Darnell and Joe Boggess, honorary. Birmingham, Ala. were in critiBurial will follow in the Wofford Cemetery in Stewart County, Tenn. cal condition, while Janie'
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Jackson. 21, of Forkland, Ala.
to and a 57-year-old female whose
be
made
Online
condolences
may
wwwyorkfuneralhome.com.
name was not released, were in
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Pathways for critical, but stable condition,
Children, P.O. Box 10, Melber, Ky., 42069.
Campbell said.
Mrs. Satterwhite, 96, Mayfield, formerly of Murray, died
Nine family members stayed
Monday, June 25, 2007, at 2:05 a.m. at Mills Health & Rehab overnight in a Red Cross shelter
Center, Mayfield.
in Bowling Green, said Leigh
AP
She was of Methodist faith and a member of the Red Hats Club. Lunn, a spokeswoman for the
She was married in 1934 to Charlie Louis Satterwhite, who died American Red Cross. Some had Jim Walker, right, lifts the windshield from the wreckage of a tour bus that crashed on
March 1, 1975. Also preceding her in death were one grandson, Jeff family in the hospitals and other Interstate 65 near Smiths Grove, Ky. Monday. One person was killed and 66 were injured in
Satterwhite; daughter-in-law, Brenda Satterwhite; two sisters, were awaiting transportation the crash. The chartered bus carrying family members home from a family reunion in New
Emma Kidd and Onie Sykes; and two brothers, Dalton Lee and home.
York was returning to Alabama when it left the road and crashed near an overpass on 1-65:
Dossie Lee. Born July 19, 1910, in Erin. Tenn., she was the daughState police said a prelimiter of the late Elbert Lee and Bessie Aaron Lee.
State police said there were ing to the U.S. Department of about 40 members of the
nary investigation found that the
Survivors include two sons, William (Billy) Satterwhite and wife, driver had apparently dozed off. 42 adult passengers, 23 children Transportation. It had not Jackson family from Forkland.
Shirley, and Charlie Lee Satterwhite, all of Mayfield; two sisters, Trooper Steve Pavey said no and two drivers on the bus.
reported any accidents or Ala., and several town officials,
Mrs. Ruby Satterwhite and Mrs. Mable Sykes, both of Murray; six charges were pending against
said Cynthia K. Stone, city clerk
The crash happened at 2:56 injuries in the last two years.
grandchildren; several great-grandchildren; and four great-greatMost of the injured were in the west Alabama community
the driver. Walton was ejected a.m. CDT, while most of the bus
grandchildren.
from the bus upon impact, passengers were asleep, state taken to The Medical Center in of 630 people.
Walton was "a very lovely
police said. As officials worked Bowling Green, which had 10
police said.
Mrs. Margaret (Elnora) Edwards
Jaida Goree, 27, woke up hours later to remove the shat- patients in stable condition, and person," Stone said. "She was a
A memorial service for Mrs. Margaret (Elnora) Edwards will be minutes before the crash and tered bus from the roadside, had treated 30 others and wonderful mother, grandmother.
Saturday. July 28, at 1 p.m. at Kentucky Lake Mission Church.
was trying to go back to sleep children's pink suitcases, blan- released them, according to Her family was the most imporDanny Holt will officiate.
kets and other'luggage could be spokeswoman Doris Thomas. tant thing to her."
when she heard something.
Visitation will be at the church after noon on July 28.
By late evening, most of the
seen piled along the shoulder of One person taken to The
sounded
like
a
popping
"It
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.
busy Interstate 65. about 75 Medical Center did not receive family members — many of
a
it
sounded
like
noise
and
then
Mrs. Edwards, 87, Catalina Road, Gilbertsville, died Thursday,
treatment. T.J. Samson Hospital them bandaged. on crutches and
wheel was grinding, then there miles north of Nashville.
June 21, 2007, at 8:40 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital.
passengers
in Glasgow treated and released in wheelchairs — had continued
Some
of
the
bus
Goree
said.
was
the
impact,"
A homemaker, she was a member of Kentucky Lake Mission
being treated at the scene wore 14 patients, according to state their journey home.
of
the
crash
threw
The
force
Church.
"We are just so thankful it
T-shirts commemorating the police. Greenview Regional
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Paul Logan; her Goree forward several rows.
Hospital in Bowling Green wasn't a total loss," said Goree,
second husbar' id. Utiles Edwards; two sons; three sisters; and one She called for her two children Hamilton Jackson Hendricks
staying at the
brotlier. She was the daughter of the late Arthur Lee Hart and Edith in the chaos that followed. Family Reunion, held over the received six patients and admit- who planned on
ted one who was in good condi- shelter to wait for her grandweekend in Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Neither were seriously hurt.
Mae Gibbs Hart.
Clarence Williams, president tion, said spokeswoman Kelly mother to be released from the
Two passing truckers stopped
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Charlene Edwards
hospital. "We could have lost
Birmingham-based C&R Wiseman.
of
help
the
family
get
off
the
bus
Eskridge, Calvert City, and Mrs. Mae Edwards Darnall, to
The passengers included our entire family."
Gilbertsville; two sons. Gather Lee Ruby, Aurora, and Joseph through the emergency exit, Tours which owns the bus, conEdwards, Norris City, Ill.; three hrothers, Rev. Jessie Hart, Goree said, adding she didn't firmed it had been rented by an
Montgomery, Texas, Arthur Lee Hirt Jr., Evansville, hid., and know what caused the accident. Alabama family for a trip to
Studies show that reading \
Franklin Hart, Whigham, Ga.; one sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Schnell,
Mary Hill, who said most of upstate New York. He did not
from
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
Evansville. Ind.; 11 grandchildren; 19 great-grandchildren: seven those on the bus were her immediately return a call
great-great-grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren; six stepgreat- cousins, drove five hours The Associated' Press seeking
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
grandchildren: one step great-great-grandchild.
Monday morning after getting comment after state police
newspaper
and expand your mind
word that her brother, John released their preliminary findof information.
cause
of
the
crash.
with
a
world
ing
on
the
Mrs. Carolyn Mae Beasley
Collins, was injured in the crash.
The company had a satisfacThe funeral for Mrs. Carolyn Mae Beasley was Sunday at 2 p.m.
"He said everyone was so
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Burial was in the hysterical," she said. "Everyone tory safety rating when it was
Union Ridge Cemetery, Aurora.
last reviewed in March, accordwas trying to find the kids."
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, 2855
Jackson St., Paducah, Ky., 42003.
Mrs. Beasley, 72, Willard Beasley Road, Benton, died Thursday,
ea
,
te- 14,
etet,
June 21, 2(X)7. at 7:25 p.m. at her home.
Retired from the United States Department of Forestry for the
7f7"v-rvv-i,
U.S. Forest Service at Land Between the Lakes, she was a member
.1 0
•
Investments Since 1854
of Trinity Full Gospel Church.
Preceding her in death were two daughters, Leesa Lynn Beasley
and Glenna Gail Beasley; one sister, Nancy McClure Hill; and three
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Iowa couple killed in plane
crash on way to air show
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COMMUNITY
Pleasure Cookers meeting
will be held on Thursday

Bark in the Park will be
Saturday at local park
Smiety's
Humane
I lie
biggest annual event. Bark in
the Park. will be Saturday at
the Murray Central Park Courthouse Pavilion from II a.m.
until 2 pin. All pct owners
and animal lovers are invited
lo attend with or without their
dogs.
Dogs can participate in
games. contests and arts and
crafts. Dogs can bob for hotdogs. compete to be the best
dancer or best tail wagger and
create artwork with paw painting. You can even visit the
kissing booth where puppy kisses are only a dollar.
This year's Bark in the Park
Is Sure to be fun for everyone
and proceeds will go to help
benefit programs of the Humane
Society such as the spay/neuter
assistance, Friends of the Shel-

The Pleasure Cookers will meet Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in the Calloway County
Extension Service office at 310 South Fourth
St., Murray.
This month thevfocus will be on low fat
cooking. All members and visitors are welcome to come and enjoy a sample recipe
and bring their favorite low fat tips/recipes.
The Pleasure Cookers is a specialty club
of the Calloway County Homemakers.

ter, Good Samaritan. Dog Adoption and many others.
Society
Humane
The
reminds everyone that all wellbehaved dogs who are up-todate on their vet care and on
a leash at all times are welcome to attend the event. No
females in season or aggressive dogs are asked to be present.
Because of the heat usually expected in late June, please
do not bring young puppies to
the event and subject them to
potentially life-threatening heat
stress. Dogs over one-year old
can enter the contests.
To get tnore information on
this year's festivities or to volunteer, contact the Humane
Society at 759-1884 or humanestx:ietyqrmurray-ky.net.

lo's
Datebook

American Legion Post 173 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in the conference room of
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce The agenda will focus on continued
Legion Hall. All members and veterans
new
the
for
planning
are encouraged to attend. For more information call Post Commander Duane Brown at 227-7939 or 753-8985.
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Compassionate Friends will meet

Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information contact Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.
Photo provided

Group lists meeting times
Murray Alcoholics Anony- 6 p.m. and Big Book Study
mous holds meetings at 615- meeting, closed smoking, 8
1 South 12th St. in the South- p.m.; Thursday - 8 p.m. open
side Shopping Center behind smoking; Friday, New Corners
meeting open at 8 p.m.: SatRegions Branch Bank
Ilhe regular schedule is as urday - open. non-smoking 10
follow,: Monday. closed. non- a.m., speaker meeting open
smoking. 8 p.m.: Sunda),
smoking 6 p in. and open,
Tuesday. AA closed, non- closed, non-smoking 4 p.m.
p
For information call Mitch
smoking. 8 p.m.: Wednesday.
closed, non-smoking. at II a in.. at 753-9320. Jeannie at 753Women's closed non-smoking, 6197 or Jack L. at 703-8146.

help you design al,
insurance plan that
right for pm
Islthout Sheller's discountfor newer homes.
Jack Romaine

105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
7So fott

Post meeting Thursday

WELCOME TO OUR HOME:- Will, Jackson and Caroline
Sivills welcome Shazham to their front yard earlier last week.
Shazham is the traveling ceramic pig moving from yard to
yard as part of the promotion for Freedom Fest 2007. For
visit
Fest,
Freedom
concerning
information
wwyv_tourmurray corn.

Signing of new book by
Jeter will be Saturday
A former resident and pro- of Calloway County history
fessor at Murray State Univer- while also telling an entertain.
sity, Debra Jeter has written a ing story about the filming of
book about her family whose the television series "Christy"
roots lie deep in the soil of in eastern Tennessee_
Other family members of
Calloway County. Her father.
Clifton Coleman of Murray. the Coleman and Byerly clans
his brother Bill Coleman of appear in the book, as well as
Lynn Grove, and their sister. a number of their neighbors
Lou Ann Coleman Darnell(now from New Concord and Lynn
deceased) frolic, play and fight Grove areas.
Both Debra and her husin the pages of "Pshaw. It's
Mc Grandson: Tales of a Young band, Norman Jeter, were working full-time when their son.
Actor."
A book signing and read- Clay was cast in the CBS teling has been scheduled for evision series based on the novel
Saturday from noon to 2 p.m. by Catherine Marshall. All
Si the Calloway County Pub- episodes of the series which
lic Library, 710 Main St.. Mur- Starred Kellie Martin and Tyne
ray Books will be available Daly, were recently released
on DVD.
for purchase
Debra's parents, Clifton and
The book portrays a slice
Marie Coleman. of Murray,
served often as the child's onset guardian. The series brought
a flood of memories of his
1930's childhood in Calloway
CoCnty to Clifton Coleman as
he watched his grandson at
work. He began tape recording these memories and the
tapes compelled Jeter to write
the story of her father and her
son.
Debra received a bachelor
of science in 1915 and an
M.B.A. in. 1980. both from
Murray State University. and
a Ph.D. from Vanderbilt Umersity. Nashville. Tenn., in
1990_ An award-winning Van,lerbilt professor. Jeter has published both fiction and. nonfiction in popular magazines
including Working Woman.
New Woman, Home Life,
Savvy. Christian Woman. and
American Baby: and two textbooks. She has been quoted
in the Wall Street Journal and
interviewed on ('or NBC.
Jew's next project is the first
novel in a planned series (the
Sugar Sands series) about a
young preacher and his wife
as they mature an their faith.
The first hook coven their meeting, falling in love. And the
first year of their mamage "
"Pshaw. It's Me Grandson:an be purchased through
www.amazon.com. www.borders.com. www.walmart, corn
or www.xlibris.com by entering the online bookstore and
searching by author or title
Read more about the author
and the book Ps sisiting her
wehsitc at www.debraietercom.
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Simmons
receives
degree
BIRMINGHAM, Ala
Sarah (...athenne Simmons of
Murray. Ky is one of 838
seniors from 25 states receiving degrees at Samford University during the May commencement program
Simmons, a graduate of MUT
ray High School, is the daughter of Rev and Mrs James I.
Simmons of Murray. Ky

Martin's Chapel event planned

Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will be open
Wednesday from 2 to 5 p.m. for fellowship, prayer and viewing the special history book. Featured will be a DVD and also
a new weekly white elephant sale.

Hendon family reunion Saturday
The Hendon family reunion will be Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in the Lakeview Shelter of Kenlake State Resort
Park. This is for all Hendon family members, friends, neighbors and friends from the Land Between the Lakes area. A
potluck dinner will be served at about noon.

Turner/Birdsong reunion Saturday
The family reunion of Roy and Velma Turner Birdsong will
be Saturday from 11:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Hardin Community building, Hardin. A potluck meal will be served. Cover
dishes are welcome. All friends and relatives are invited.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse and lipid profiles on Wednesday from 7 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at the Corner Market; on Thursday at First United Methodist Church
from 7 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.; on Friday at Glendale Place from 6:45 to 9 a.m. For information call 762-1348.

MCCSA tryouts are today
MCCSA Competitive team tryouts at Beecreek Soccer Complex near the concession stand are scheduled today from 5:30
to 8:15 with U9-U 1 I from 5:30 to 6:45 and U12 and up
from 7 to 8:15. The next date will be July 3.for U9-U10 from
9 to 10:15 a.m., Ul 1-U12 from 10:30 to 1:45 a.m. and U13
and up from 1 to 2:15 p.m. Anyone interested in playing this
fall and spring must attend one of these dates and should
bring water, ball and appropriate soccer gear to the tryouts.
Details will be passed out at the meeting. For more information contact Competitive Coordinator Jeff Sparks at 759-9974.

Alzheimer's group will meet

Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will have a group discussion on today at 4:30 pin the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at 762-1108.

Breast Cancer Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet tonight at 6:30 in
the classroom of Center for Health & Wellness. For more
information call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray, KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international charities. For more information call '293-7061

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5:30 at the
Weaks Community Center. Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5.30
p.m. For information call Tracey at 227-5874.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 4892904 or Mike at 293-6043.

CCHS Class of 1%7 plans reunion
The 1967 class of Calloway County High School will have
its 40-year reunion on Saturday, July 7. at 6 p.m in the Curtis Center at Murray State University. Late reservations are
being taken now, but no later than Fnday, June 29. Reservations and payments must be made in advance and cannot be
taken at the door. For more information call Wanda at 7537811 through next Friday.

Diabetes Management Classes planned
Purchase I)istnct Health Department of Calloway County
and Purchase AHEC and Calloway County Extension Office
will sponsor a series of learning sessions on "Questions About
Nour Diabetes Management." The classes will be held from
9 30 a m. to noon on Tuesdays on July 10, 17, 24 and 31
from 9.30 a m. to noon in the Calloway County Extension
office at 310 South Fourth St.. Murray. Free will be A IC
blood tests and other fun tools for your diabetes management
will be available To pre-register call the extension office at
753-1452 or for more information call DeAnna Leonard at I 270-444-9625

MHS Class of 1997 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1997 is planning its 10-year
reunion, scheduled for Saturday, Aug 18. from 7 p.m. to midnight at 1 Edwards. Murray To RSVP either e-mail mhsreunion19976gmail corn or call Angie Colson Kimbro at 7590591
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FAIR SHOWING

AP

hters launched an
A firefighter is silhouetted by the light of a wildfire near South Lake Tahoe, Calif.Firefig
Lake Tahoe.
of
resort
Califomia
popular
the
aggressive attack Monday to corral a raging forest fire near

lake with ash
Lake Tahoe fire destroys homes, clouds
drop would cover all firefighting costs.
MEYERS,Calif.(AP)— A raging
wildfire near Lake Tahoe on Monday
forced hundreds of residents to flee
towering flames that destroyed more
than 2(X) buildings, turned the sky
orange and fouled the lake's famously clear waters with falling ash.
Many hotels offered free rooms as
families clung to one bit of good
news: Despite the destruction, there
were no reports of injuries.
"All the memories are gone." said
Matt Lastec,a legal assistant forced to
flee his rentid-shorne of five ye:
and
with his wife. tw6,young chil
cat. He showed ur-at---a_. reation
center looking for clothes and a
sleeping bag.
The blaze had scorched almost
2.500 acres — nearly 4 square miles
— but by early Monday evening fire
officials said the blaze was about 40
percent contained. Full containment
was expected by Sunday. the U.S.
Forest Service said.
About 1,000 people had evacuated
from the path of the flames, and
authorities feared up to 5(X) other
houses could be threatened in this
resort area along the C.'aliforniaNevada state line.
More than 700 firefighters were
on hand, but plans to send up air-

& Times
.
GREG TRAV1110609e;

COUNTY FAIR CONTESTANT: Jace Kelso.5, of Calloway Countylkuttipates
in the Swine Show at the recent Murray-Calloway County Fair He is seen leading his crossbred gilt named "Glona'

wwwww

•

•

borne tankers and helicopters to
water and retardant over the heavily
wooded, parched terrain were
scrapped because of low visibility
from the thick smoke.
Firefighters hoped to bring the
blaze under control ahead of high
winds and low humidity forecast for
the middle of the week. Dozens took
up defensive positions around South
Lake Tahoe High School as flames
cjne within a quarter mile of the
,54)0-student school.
"We have a window right now
where we're really trying to aggressively attack this fire," said Daniel
Berlant, a spokesman for the
California Department of Forestry
and Fire Protection in Sacramento.
El Dorado County Sheriff's Lt.
Kevin House said there were no
reports of missing persons, but —the
truth is we haven't really been able to
get in there and see."
Along the lake's southern shore, a
layer of black, mushy ash lapped
along boat docks, raising fears the
fire also could have disastrous longterm economjc consequences for a
community heavily dependent on the
lake's recreational tourism.
California officials declared a
state of emergency, meaning the state

•

Po

The National Weather Service issued
a dense smoke advisory warning people from South Lake Tahoe to Carson
City, Nev., that heavy ash was making it difficult to see and breathe.
The thethegan Sunday afternoon
on a ridge separating the resort community of South Lake Tahoe from
Fallen Leaf Lake, a recreation area
where a U.S. Forest Service campground was evacuated.
Firefighters were aided Monday
by winds that had slowed to 12 mph
after gusting to about 35 mph the day
before. Forecasters warned that if
high winds and low humidity
returned, the fire could threaten more
than 500 homes bordering the lake.
By early afternoon Monday, 173
homes had been lost to flames and
many others were damaged, along
with dozens of outbuildings, authorities said. All that remained of entire
neighborhoods in Meyers were the
smoldering silhouettes of stone and
concrete chimneys.
In other areas, the fire seemed to
randomly skip some homes, but
downed power lines, trees and debris
made clear that life would not return
to normal anytime soon, even for
those whose homes were spared.
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81ST WOMEN'S KENTUCKY STATE AMATEUR

NEW YORK 2, ST. LOUIS 1

Going the
extra mile

dr'

METS BEAT CARDS
IN EXTRA INNINGS

Tradition In
Competition

NEW YORK (AP) — Shawn Green hit
a leadoff home run in the 11th inning and
the New York Mets beat St. Louis 2-1 Monday night in the Cardinals' first visit to
Shea Stadium since winning Game 7 of the
NL championship Series last October.
The Mets won their fourth in a row
despite getting only three hits. The NL East
leaders have won seven straight regular-season games against St. Louis overall.
Green connected for his seventh homer,
sending a full-count pitch from Russ Springer
(3-1) off the scoreboard in right-center field.
It was the Mets' first hit since Carlos Gomez
homered in the third inning.
Aaron Heilman (6-3) pitched one inning
for the win. Last fall, he allowed Yadier
Molina's ninth-inning homer that gave the
Cardinals a 3-1 win and sent them to the
World Series.
Minus the playoff drama and much action,
the crowd of 40,075 had little to cheer for
most of the night. The Mets went seven innings
without a hit against St. Louis newcomer
Mike Maroth and reliever Ryan Franklin
while the banged-up Cardinals had ample
soft outs, too.
Traded from Detroit to St. Louis last Friday for a player to be named, Maroth did
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Marsha Bordas, of Lexington, tees off on No. 15 at Miller Memorial Golf Course Monday during qualfying of the 81st Women's Ken- everything in his NL debut except win.
Maroth quickly introduced himself to catchtucky State Amateur. Bordas is playing in her 42nd straight championship and will play in the Championship Flight after shooting a
er Gary Bennett — gesturing what each of
75.
his first eight wartnup pitches would be —
and then shut down the Mets on two hits
for 7 1-3 innings.
Throwing barely over 80 mph, he got
ty deep in Bordas' family. Her parents were
By TOMMY DILLARD
Jose Reyes and others to take several awkavid golfers and she began accompanying them
Staff Writer
ward swings. Maroth helped himself by
ure, the PGA has Jack Nicklaus and to the driving range at the early age of four
catching a pair of runners leaning the wrong
Sam Snead. But if longevity is the and began playing in tournaments when she
way and picking them off first.
measuring stick by which greatness joined the golf team as a sophomore at LexingMaroth neatly slapped a single in a bunt
ton's
Lafayette
High
School.
in golf is valued, two of the game's
situation — injured teammate David EckWith a family life so entrenched in the game,
most storied names have nothing on Marstein offered his bat before the game —
Bordas knew she had her work cut out for her
sha Bordas.
put down a sacrifice bunt and stole his first
when she married a non-golfer. So she set to
As Bordas laced up 'her golf shoes and dustbase in the majors. Maroth also did someteaching her husband to play the game and now
ed off her clubs for Monday's qualifying round
thing equally rare, drawing applause from
says the two are very competitive.
at the Women's Kentucky State Amateur ChamMets fans when he exited during a double
"He said it was the hardest game he'd ever
pionship, the routine was familiar but her surswitch.
tried to learn," she said. -Now we have lots of
roundings were not.
The Lexington native teed off Monday in the boys versus girls games with our couple friends.
state's biggest amateur golf tournament for the We play to see who has to make dinner."
When the couple's one son was young, Bor42nd consecutive year. but it was the tournament's first time at Murray's Miller Memorial das' husband would take a week off work so
Golf Course. An unfamiliar course didn't stop she and her mom could play in the state amaBordas from turning in such a performance char- teur. But getting to the amateur hasn't always
been as easy as assigning her husband the role
acteristic of a 42-year tournament veteran.
With her biggest fan, mother, Ruby Bird, of Mr. Mom for the week.
After 40 consecutive years, it looked like
watching her performance from the passenger
seat of Bordas' golf cart, she shot a 75 — more Bordas' string might end last year when she
than good enough to qualify her for Tuesday's underwent back surgery seven weeks before the
amateur was slated to begin.
opening round of match play.
"I told the surgeon it was my goal to play
On this particular day, it was Bird's role to
provide encouragement for her daughter, but it in the state amateur," she said. "He just said,
hasn't always been that way. They used to be 'Good luck.' But I played."
Bordas has never won the tournament, but
competitors. Up until five years ago, Bordas and
she
came tantalizingly close when she finished
Bird had played in every state amateur together since starting the annual tradition when Bor- as runner-up in 1992 when the amateur was
held at Fox Run in northern Kentucky.
das was 16.
.
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger S limes
In case Murrayans were worried their homeBird has since bowed out of tournament comMarsha Bordas watches this putt on No.
town
course
wouldn't
measure
up
to
country
petition. but she still accompanies her daughter
clubs in other parts of the state, rest assured. 14 at Miller Memorial Monday. Bordas was
to the state amateur each year.
joined by her mother, Ruby Bird. The two
SETH WENIG / AP
"It's kind of like our little mother/daughter Bordas said she was impressed with Miller
Memorial Golf Course, despite the challenges have been together for the state am, since , Shawn Green rounds the bases after
bonding vacation," Bordas said.
Bordas was 16; although mom is now a hitting a home run to win the game
Needless to say, the game of golf runs pret- its length posed.
•See BORDAS,28
spectator.
against the Cardinals during the 11th
inning Monday at Shea Stadium.

FOR 42 YEARS, BORDAS HAS BEEN A FIXTURE AT STATE AM
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So far, so good at state am
STRONG CONTINGENT OF LADY RACERS LEAD CHAMPIONSHIP FIELD
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger I Times
Bethany Yates. of Bardstown and a junior Lady
Racer golfer, hits out of the sand on No. 17
during qualifying Monday at Miller Memorial during the Women's Kentucky State Amatuer

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
As expected, a strong contingent of Lady
Racers — new and old — find themselves
atop the leader board after qualifying day
of the 81st Women's Kentucky State Amateur Championship at Miller Memorial Golf
Course.
New Murray State University Hall of
Fame inductee Jessica Grace turned in an
even par 72 Monday. That score was tops
along with the 72 turned in by Laura Canif, a Russellville native who is a junior on
University of North Carolina's golf team.
Bethany Yates, a MSU junior, was a
playing partner of Caniff's on Monday. And
despite the Tar Heel head covers and the
baby blue bag, Yates didn't show any signs
of being intimated as she went out and
carded a 74 of her own.
"My driver was working really well for
me today," Yates said. "I've played a lot
out (here), so I was very comfortable. I
knew a lot about the putts I had today. but
I think just being very familiar with the
course was a big payoff."
Meanwhile, four other Lady Racer golfers
find themselves in the championship bracket, which was scheduled to get underway
this morning at 8.
Recent MSU grad Lauren Hughes carded a 74, Lady Racer golf coach Velvet

TODAY
Women s Kentucky State Amateur
Whew. Miller Memorial Golf Course
Time: Upper Bracket starts at 952 a m
Lower Bracket last tees oft at I 1 37 am
lliclinisalon: Free golf carts evadable tor rental

WRESTLING

Benoit, family
found dead
AUTHORITIES AWAIT
AUTOPSIES IN DEATHS

Milkman each finished with a 5-over-par
FAYETTEVILLE,Ga.(AP)— Pro wrestler
77.
Proving that you don't always get smarter Chris Benoit canceled a pay-per-view appearas you get older. Milkman received some atnce at the "Vengeance- event in Houston
much needed advice from a somewhat obscure *cause of "personal reasons" a day before
source. After two bad holes on the front he, his wife and their 7-year-old son were
nine, where Milkman found herself 5-over, found dead in an apparent murder-suicide.
Details of the deaths "are going to prove
she picked up a caddy at the turn and as
they made the turn, so did Milkman's luck. a little bizarre" when released to the pubMilkman's new caddy? Her nephew Myles. lic, Fayette County District Attorney Scott
Ballard told the Atlanta Journal-ConstituMyles' age? 16.
Autopsies were scheduled Tuesday by
tion.
"We played a lot of golf this week and
he reminded me of one thing that I had the Georgia Bureau of Investigation in DeKalb
told him all week and it really made a dif- County.
Authorities were investigating the deaths
ference,- she said.
So, go on, inquiring minds want to know. at a secluded Fayette County home as a
"Keep your knees bent,' he said. 'Vel- murder-suicide and were not seeking any
vet, are you bending your knees?" Milk- suspects.
Investigators believe Benoit, (pronounced
man recalled. "That's it, I told myself. I
started hitting well after that, so I was pleased." ben-WAH) killed his wife and son over the
Stephanie (Baskey) Watts turned in a 78 weekend and then himself sometime Monand Megan McKinney followed up with an day. The bodies were found Monday after80. Sarah Seay rounded out the MSU field noon in three different rooms of the house
that will compete in the championship brack- on Green Meadow Lane, in a subdivision
off a gravel road about two miles from the
et with a 83.
Whitewater Country Club,
Angela Snodgrass, of Murray and a rfletil•See BENOIT, 28
•See AMATEUR. 29
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WOMEN'S
U.S. OPEN
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Troubled
times for
Wie
By TIM DAHLBERG
AP Sports Columnist
You want it to end well,
but somehow it doesn't seem
like it will. Child sports prodigies are a lot like child actors
in that everything they do is
not so cute anymore once they
start growing up.
Michelle Wie is growing up.
and fast. Just a few weeks ago
she was busily filling out a housMICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
ing application for Stanford,
MonCourse
Golf
l
Memoria
Miller
Jesscla Grace watches her tee shot on No 8 at
where she plans to live this
with an even par 72
t
(lay Grace, a 2000 graduate of MSU shared medalis honors
fall in a dorm with other kids
her age.
Like her, they're smart and
gifted. Unlike her, they don't
have $10 million in the bank
From Page 1B
and golf fans scrutinizing their
her of Miller Memorial Golf
every move.
Course. also qualified for the
Championship Flight with an
Lately those moves have
81.
been scrutinized more than ever
MSU junior Ashley Yates and
as Wie's game spirals downrecently graduated Christi Baron
ward on the same path as her
each qualified for the First
confidence level. At the age
Flight. Yates, a Wingo resident
of 17, she can't find the fairwho calls Miller her home
way with her driver, and the
,ourse. carded an 83. while a
idea of competing against the
4-strokc penalty came back to
men seems laughable when she
bite Baron.
can't even beat her own genBaron was playing with 15
der.
clubs in her bag. USCrA rules
Wie made matters worse
state that only 14 are allowed
recently by antagonizing the
in a bag during tournament
best female in the game. And
play.
many think she was playing
Rounding out the First Flight
games when she walked off
field were Calloway County
the course during a horrible
High School product and MSU
round recently with a wrist
sophomore Kaysin Hutching
injury that seemed almost too
015). Paducah Tilghman golf
convenient.
coach Nancy Ragland 186) and
Wie is still rich, and she's
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
former Lady Racer Tina Marfamous, or as famous as
still
a
in
n
:shall 1891.
MSU Lady Racer golf coach Velvet Milkma turned
s golfer can be. But
a
women'
77 Monday Milkman will tee off at 10.55 am.
the novelty of being a longhitting 13-year-old who could
hold her own with the best in
the world has worn off, and
she has yet to add a trophy
co-ed.
Murray's biggest golf names ern Kentucky. because
of any sort to the family home
From Page 1B
gendidn't
ties
universi
public
four-per
her
In
in Hawaii.
-It was a iOugh course for on Monday
were Mur- erally have wornen's golf teams.
The women's U.S. Open
me," she said 'The front nine son qualifying group
team
a
"(Western) started
golf
Thursday in North Carbegins
is so long. I can't reach the ray State bead women's
n and my senior year. but at that
where Lorena Ochoa.
olina,
greens I think it". one of the coach Velvet Milkma
gradon
focused
just
was
Christi point I
Sorenstam and teen
Annika
more difficult front nines I've standout Racer golfer
uating." she recalled.
Morgan Pressel will be among
ever played. But the greens Baron.
the
enjoys
she
said
Bordas
Bordas said one of the
the favorites for the most covare wonderful; they match with
in the game one-on-one match play style eted prize in women's golf.
any course I've played on. The biggest changes
over the years of the tournament and looks
scenery is incredible if you she's noticed
Wie will be there as well, but
ng amount lona ard to the competition. But
increasi
the
been
has
"
more of an afterthought than
base the time to look around.
as
the
of
younger the most enjoyable part
She also commended the of college-age and
anything else.
the
is
says,
she
ce,
experien
the
arc playing
stall at Miller, saying they had women who
She's ancient history. or
golf. She attributes people
:nix out of their way to make game of
ancient in the eyes of
merely
you
ips
friendsh
the
all
"It's
ion,
legislat
everyone insolvcd with the that to Title IX
or. That would be
competit
one
friends
have
"I
said.
she
which did not exist when Bor- make."
amateur comfortable.
of the state. Alexis Thompson, who autocorners
all
from
anlathe
in
playing
began
"You can't match the friend- clas
some of them I only get to matically assumed the mantle
liness of the people here," she
ama- of the next great thing by qualWhile she did play in high see once a year — at the
said.
time
ifying for the Open at the age
ul
wonderf
a
just
It's
teur.
pursue
not
did
Bordas also got an up-clor- school. Bordas
of 12.
mater. Westand-personal look at seseral of golf at her alma

•Amateur

•Bordas

iends/
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Murray Independent Schools

le School
Invite You To Come Home To Murray Midd
FOR THE 7TH ANNUAL ALL CLASS REUNION
& SUMMERTIME SALAD & SANDWICH BUFFET
Murray Middle School
(Old Nlurray High Schooll
Eighth & Nlain
Murray. Kentucky

Saturday. July 7th. 2007
l0:00 am - 2:00 pm

REGISTRATION
10:00- 11:15 am
ALUMNI PROGRAM
Auditorium
11:30 am
LUNCH
Salad & Sandwich Buffet
atwed by Murray State* isi

Now Cafeteria
12:00 pm

00°

REM
RECOLLECT
REMINISCE

attending the All Class Reunion'
Yes I m iooking forward to

0$9 00 per

minion•$._ _

Membership
'Array Mums Asaoaallon Laseme

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS • MURRAY,KY
MAIM rrrrr.com
eI ttraort_olesender • kyfbins.com

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Nettonel Lwow Stesitataps
Al Mum COT
East Milian
L PO GB
W
—
42 32 560
New York
30 36.520 31/2
Philadelphia
30 36.506 4 1(2
Atlanta
7
36 40 474
Florida
11
32 44 421
Washingion
CentrM Division
L Pet GB
W
—
44 32 579
Maskaukee
36 39 480 7 11
Chicago
91/2
40.452
33
St Louis
12
32 44.421
Houston
31 44413121/2
Pottsbur or,
15
Cince.r,d(
29 47 382
West Dtvision
L Pct 08
W
—
44 33 571
Artzona
43 33 566 1/2
Los Angeles
1
560
33
42
San Diego
38 38 500 5 1/2
Colorado
10
33 424.40
San Francisco

innings
Tuesday's Orwell
Pittsburgh at Florida. 606 p m
Cinannab at Philadelphia. 6 05 p m
St Louis at N Y Mats 6 10 p m
Washington at Atlanta 6 35 pm
Colorado at Chtcago Cubs. 706 pm
Houston at Milwaukee 7 05 p m
LA Dodgers at Anzona. 8 40 p.m
San Diego at San Francisco 9 15 pm
Wednesday's Games
Williarns 3-101 et
Houston
Milwaukee (Suppan 8-71. 1 05 pm
Colorado (Hirsh 3-6) at Chicago Cubs
(Zambian° 8-6), 1 20 pm
San Diego (Maddox 6-4) at San
Francisco (Can 2-8). 2 35 P m
Pittsburgh (Van Benschoten 0-2i at
Florida (Mare 2-3) 6 05 p m
Criannab (Hwang 8-21 at Philadelphia
(Moyer 7-5). 6 05 pm
Si Louis (Reyes 0-9) at N Y Me!'.
(Glayine 6-5). 6 10 p m
Washington (Bowie 4-2) at Atlanta
(Smoitz 8-4) 6 35 p
LA Dodgers (Lowe 8-6) at Arizona
(Webb 7-5). 8 40 p m

By The Associated Press
Alfonso Soriano gave Chicago a perfect ending to a ninth
inning that already featured a
blown five-run lead and a fan
charging at Cubs closer Bobby
Howry.
Soriano's two-run single in
the bottom of the ninth inning
gave the Cubs a 10-9 victory over the Colorado Rockies
on Monday night, setting off
a wild celebration after Chicago's bullpen blew a five-run
lead in the top of the inning.
The Rockies trailed 8-3
going into the ninth. After
Todd Helton doubled in a run
with none out off reliever Scott

•Benoit
From Page IB
Ballard told The Associated
Press a gun was not used in
any of the deaths But he
declined to say how the three
died.
"We're pretty sure we know,
hut we want to confirm it with
the crime lab." Ballard said
early Tuesday
Fayette County Coroner. C.J.
Mowell did not return phone
calls The answering service
for his funeral home said he
was out of town
World Wrestling Entertainment said on its Web site that
it asked authorities to check
on Benoit and his family after
being alerted by friends who
received "several curious text
messages sent by Benoit early
Sunday morning."
Sheriff's Lt. Tommy Pope
told WSH-TV that the three
were found about 2:30 p.m..
but he wouldn't release other
details.
Conn.-based
Stamford,

20. 2007.
Lawsuit reservadussa arre due by Juno
Weatherly Murray Akonni
Board ot Educabon" and mail to Roy
Soutri 1361 Strom. Murray. KY 42071
708
Distiset
School
ent
Independ
Murray
do
Asencaellon,

(h•cs,()avows k -murrsy

Iha Murray Independent School District Webs*,

*sr* murray kyschools us

•

Eyre, Bobby Howry (4-4) was
greeted by consecutive RBI singles from --Garrett Atkins and
Brad Hawpc. Troy Tulowitzki
followed with a three-run shot
to put the Rockies ahead 98.
The Cubs came back against
Rockies closer Brian Fuentes
(0-2). Mark DeRosa led off
the ninth with a single. With
two outs, pinch-hitter Koyie
Hill singled and Ryan Theriot reached on an error by second baseman Kaz Matsui.
With the bases loaded. Soriano hit a two-run single. scoring pinch-runner Jacque Jones
and Hill.

WWE also said on its Web
site it had been asked by authorities not to release further information on the deaths of Benoit,
40: his wife. Nancy, 43: and
son, Daniel.
Benoit was born in Montreal. He was a former world
SSA*
heavyweight champion. Intercontinental champion and held
several tag-team titles over his
career. He was known by several names including -The
Canadian Crippler."
"WWE extends its sincerest thoughts and prayers to the
Benoit family's relatives and
WWE I AP
loved ones in this time of
tragedy,- the company said in Pro wrestler Chris Benoit,
a statement on its Web site.
his wife and 7-year-old son
Benoit had maintained a were found slain Monday at
home in metro Atlanta from their Fayette County. Ga.,
the time he wrestled for the home, authorities said. Sherdefunct World Championship
iff's Lt. Tommy Pope said
Wrestling.
three were found about
die
The WWE canceled its live
p.m
2:30
in
card
RAW"
Night
"Monday
Corpus Christi. Texas. and USA scheduled wrestling telecast
Network aired a three-hour tnbBenoit's wife managed sevute to Benoit in place of the eral wrestlers and went by the
stage name. "Woman," 'The
Journal-Constitution
Atlanta
reported.

CASTLEMAN TIRE
8 REPAIR, INC.
'Serving The Area for Over 50 Years1$09 flale b. 121 26.,, Mayfield • 247-5064
Illsadey • Friday • 740 a_ms.-SAMI

GREAT SERVICE

TOTAL

Monday's Games
Texas 8 Detroit 3
Cleveland 5 Oakland 2
Chicago While So. 5. Tampa Bay 4
Toronto 8_ Minnesota 5
Seattle 9 Boston 4
Kansas City 5. LA Angels 3
Tuesday's Gems
Texas at Detroit, 605 pm
Cleveland. 6 05 p m
at
Oakland
N Y Yankees at Baltimore. 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox at Tampa Bay. 6 10
pm
Toronto at Minnesota. 7.10 p m
Boston at Seattle 9 05 p in
Kansas City at L A Angels, 9.05 pm
Wednesday's Games
Texas (Millwood 4-6) at Detroit (Rogers
1-0).1205pm
Kansas City (De La Rosa 4-9- at L A
Angels (Jar Weaver 6-3), 235 p in
Boston (Matsuzaka 9-5) at Seattle
(Feeeratend 1-2) 335pm
Oakland (DiNardo 2-4) at Cleveland
(Carmona 8-3) 6 05 p m
NY Yankees (Clemens 1-2) at
Baltimore (Bedard 5-4). 605 pm
Chicago While Sox (Bueride 4-4) at
Tampa Bay (Sonnansbne 1-2), 6 10
pm
Toronto (Towers 2-5) at Minnesota
(Bonsai 5-3). 7 10 p.m

Cubs win in wild
fashion at Wrigley

•Toyo •Firestone •Yokoharno

•g

American League Standings
Al Times CDT
East Maiden
W L Pct 041
—
48 27 840
Boston
10
38 37 507
Toronto
11
36 37 493
New York
33 41 44614 1/2
Tampa Bay
16
32 43 427
Baltimore
Central Division
L Pct 08
W
—
45 30 600
Detroit
1
44 31 587
Cleveland
1/2
38 36 514 6
Minnesota
1/2
41713
42
30
Chicago
15
11 46 403
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
49 28 636
Los Angeles
7
33.548
40
Seattle
9
39 36 520
Oakland
31 45 40617 1/2
Texas

Monday $ Games
Atlanta 4 Washington 1
N Y Mets 2, St Louis 1. 11 Innings
Chicago Cubs 10, Cotorado 9
Milwaukee 6. Houston 1
L A Dodgers 8. Arizona 1
San Francisco 4 San Diego 3

•Mic helin •Goody•ar *Dayton

s
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Nansell di alltan.ww.s
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SCOMDOAR

•Transmission Flust.
•Alignmen t
•Coolont Flush
•f3rakes
•Belts, Hoses
•Shocks •Struts
.AC Service
Filter
•011. Labe &
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Shady Stator
OMIMO Mum pm
~owe
awe
resort is wow
NW Weis W.• 7534541

TV, radio
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Spin
St Louie stNY miss
F Sti
T pia
WOW — Colorado at Chicago Cubs
%VONA NIAIIKETSAU.
•pat
ESPre? — New York at Sacramento
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Lae
Notice

Leal
Naas

required by the National Environmental Policy Act, the Calloway County
Fiscal Court has prepared an Environmental Assessment that evaluated the
potential envirorunental effects and consequences of the proposed project lusted
below. This notice announces the availability of the Environmental Assessment
for public review and comment.
INCalloway County Fiscal Court proposes to utilize Kentucky Community
Development Block Grant4KCDBGi funds in the following project
Assist the Health District with the construction of a new faculty approximately
9,950 square feet
If implemented, the proposed action may indirectly impact important farmland
In order to avoid or minimize any adverse impacts, the KCDBG regulations will
require the County to incorporate the following mitigation measures into the
proposed project design: 111 the KCDBG regulations shall require the applicant
to comply with the requirements of the Governor's Office for Local Development
Clearinghouse letter on the proposed project, dated August 9, 2006 and signed
by Lee Salley, Kentucky State Clearinghouse;(2)standard mitigation measures
regarding protections of Prime Farmlands, Cultural and Historic Resources,
Wetlands, Floodplaina and Cultural Reirources will remain as conditions of the
project's implementation.
Copies of the Environmental Assessment are available for review at the Office of
the County Judge/Executive. For further Information contact Judge/Executive
Larry Elkins 101 South Fifth Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. Any person interested in commenting on this proposed project should submit comments to the
address above by the close of business July 26, 2007.
Federal law prohibits discrimination on the grounds of race, color, national origin, religion, age, handicap, and sex in this program

010

Leal
Nolie•
INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray Sanitation Dtvision will receive
sealed bids for uniforms. Sealed bide are to be
marked: '13.103- UNIFORMS" and delivered to the
City Clerk's office by 2:00 p.m local time on
Monday, July 9, 2007. Specifications are available at
the City Clerk's office located at 104 North 5th
Street, Murray, KY 42071 The City of Murray
reserves the right to waive informalities and to
reject any and all bids.

020
Wee

Notice
THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of Its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060

Hue Waned

Sin:\ 1.1N IDNIER

753-1752

Murray Career Center To Be
Temporarily Closed for Move
The Murray Career Discovery Center on U.S 641
North will be dosed from Monday, June 25th to
Friday, June 29th and will re-open at its NEW lotstaco at 208 South 5th Street sold Murray Municipal
Utilities buildings on Monday. July 2nd
the last week of June, eervicee normally provided at the Murray Career Center by the Office of
Employment and Training, Veterans' Representative,
Rehabilitation. and Workforce
Office of
Investment Act, will be offered at the Paducah Career
Center, located at 116 South 6th Street in Paducah
(270/575-70001, and the Mayfield Career Center. located at 319 South 701 Street 2701247-3857,
During

:r:id
• t

Thank you for your patience during this move and we
look forward to serving you. starting Monday. July
aid. at our NEW Murray Career Center location at

C' -

1,“1

A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-4439004
Agents at Century 21
wants another professional agent in our
office. Please bring
resume to University
Square, 301 North
12th St.
AVON: choose your
hours & your income.
We have benefits.
JOIN TODAY and gel a
FREE GIFT. 1-888570-6498 Of 270-76 1 3878
CUSTOMER Service
Representative.
Heights
Finance
Corporation has an
immediate opening for
a well organized individual with keyboard.
typing and telephone
Skills. Must be outgoing. Good starting
salary and benefits.
Apply
in
person
between 8,30AM and
5PM Background and
screening
drug
required poor to hire

DISCLAIMER
Make

the
hc

AFAA
Certified
Exercise Instructor now
offering 1 -on-1 training
Mondaysessions
Thursday
1 30-5 00
and all day Friday
270-293-6269

BLUEGRASS Gardens
Daylily Farm, 684
Crossland Rd.. Murray
(783$). Wed.-Sat 104:30, pots $2.50 8 up.
www.bluegrassgardens net

When accessing the
-help wanted- stilton
On our classified,
webpage at
murrayledger
‘ou will be redires ted
to pboetworit coot
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wetting

national
wenciir, not all listings
on the mtmerworit coot
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Mucus area
job listings Thank you
However, as a

LISA'S Turbo Tanning
Mayllekl has 2

it+4
f 5440

booths for rant $50.00
week eadt (270)247E1006 or 705-1521

weddings/seniors
Since 1989

41

270-753-1001
COME to where the
lees bioorn.
Outside Inn Dayfily
Nuntiary
565 Magness Rd .
Hamlin, KY
Mon.-Sat.,
8AM4:30PM.
437-4015, 703-7059
500 new varieties

I I N. I

\I),

48.25 First Day -20 words or less
Over 21) wants $59 each
Additional Consecutive Dart: 1.12 per worst per day.
$3.35 extra for Shopper(Mon Classifieds go into Shopping Guide).
$3.00 extra for blind box ads.

FREELANCE
Familial. weddings.
reunions
2n-2104173

NEED ice? Sandra De.
254 a scoop 293-3818

NOW taking
Ions for
toe ell positions
and a11 shlfbe Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray. KY No
phone calls

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Help Waned

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.

As

at

$3.35

\I ),

Liti.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Clay Period)
r column inch extra for Monde (Sho ing Guide) •

060

hoe Waned

Leaf
Palk*

NOTICE OF THE AVAILABILITY OF
AN ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

it,
of)

)1.-.1.1
Flsei MOM
Late Property
Low For Sir
Lots For Rem
Farm For Sala
Avow
Norms For Ssis
59tiorcydres I ATV.
suto Prts
Sport MON Macao
Used Cars
Mine
trawl Truer.
Comers
Boots I Motors
Secricse Onetio
Free Column
Tobacco S &Awl*.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

1111t
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Wry Leder & Masslairlieeridurg Act Notice
ADJUST MLN

Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray. KY 42071

HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week
$9hr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now!
1-888-974-JOBS or
vawr.18889744obs.com
SSCS
Solutions.
Jandoral cleaning. Help
wanted. $8 per hour
(270)527-2041
WAITSTAFF needed.
Must have flexible
hours
including
evening & weekends.
Call (270)328-8980
Childcare

Preen/ *I•ercht1,

CONCRETE MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
Materials Concrete has immediate openings
tor Concrete Mixer Truck Operators Experience is not
necessary CDL preferred but training is avasabie
Safe driving record, good work history, and a flexible
schedule is required TOI) benefits, tots or OT and
much more Apply in person at any location
Positions are available in
Poduceh, KY, Princeton, KY, Calvert, KY,
Mayfield, KY, Union City, TN
Leam more at VAWI trrici corn
Federal

HELP WANTED
Home Medical Patient Service Tech
needed to set-up and educate patients in
the home with hospital bed, oxygen, etc.,
w/benefits.
Applications Available

HOLLAND MEDICAL
905 Arcadia Circle, Murray, KY

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses. I have
20 years experience.
270-759-9553
HOME daycare providing childcare for ages
0-3 years. Provider is
mother of one with
background in child
development. Located
in town. Weekly rates
are $80 per child, discount available for two
or more children.
759-4649
NON-SMOKING mother providing child care
for all ages. Please call
227-6069
WILL clean houses,
reasonable rates
(270)366-4049

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 4207i.
Calloway County
Pictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
SATELUTES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound,
coax, HDMI & component cables. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St.
759-0901

Needed for busy locally owned garage.
Wages based on your experience. Own
tools not required but helpful. Full or part
time hours available.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 742
Murray, KY 42071

759.3556

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..":4_)
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*Ali Size Unite
Available
4low Have
Climate Control

753-6058

753-3853

STRAW for sale, $2.50
bale. 489-2436. If no
answer, leave message.
TRUCK cap for 8ft.
Dodge Ram truck.
$600.00
(731)644-0810

2BR duplex, nice,
CM/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

11121Appliances

1

2BR near MSU, CM/A,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

3BR 2BA duplex, fireplace, dining room.
Coleman RE 753-9898

WARD-ELKINS

4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-989p-

270-436-54%.
270-293-69%--

UVE Oak Apts.

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

On the Square Murray

MINA COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

STIHL Tow dolly for
sale, good condition &
new tires. Cell

(270) 753-1713

N(H)
kl .11I11(11.11 I. ‘11-1'11k\l('

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

WASHER & Dryer,
Kenmore, white, good
condition $125.00.
Call (270)293-0153

Website Hosting
•Personal local service
El 'High
speed servers

Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

\ Deep discount prices

Needed: Full time truck driver
with Class A CDL license.
Benefits available. Send resumes
to H&R Agri-Power, P.O. Box

"We want to host your site"
Most sites only 347.88/year.
Call today 270.492.8211

432, Mayfield, KY 42066.

vvwvv.hazelwebhosting.com
-1401171,02 WELISITES ttiNCE ta94-

Local business accepting resumes
for licensed cosmetologist.
Send to P.O. Box 1040-1,
Murray, KY 42071

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger &

Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

it. Waned

EXPERIENCED
Restaurant Manager
needed (270)3288900
MEDICAL office seeks
experienced person for
F(7 position in
Insurance, coding. coilections and managemere Insurance skills
are a requirement and
management MOUS are

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

I BUY running or
fixable cars trucks,
vans tractors. farm &
construction
equipment ATVs
campers motorhomes
trailers almost anything 270-970-1010
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

060

EXPERIENCED Dents
Assistant needed to
busy
practice
Successful candidate
must have excellent
attendance record and
be willing to work full
time in fun, upbeat,
envlronfast-paced
ment Excellent professional and communication skills required
Expanded duties certrficate desire but not
required Please send
resume and references
to Human Resources,
PO Box 166, Murray,
KY 42071

270
Want la Buy

GIBSON Truck Lines
has one administrative
assistant position available. Will consider full
or part time Applicant
must have above average computer, bookkeeping. and record
keeping experience.
Benefits available for
FT. Mail resumes to
P.O. Box 1257, Murray
KY 42071. No calls
please

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th.
Murray.
G000 used refrigerators, electnc ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
lUItI1

.111

MRS
pis k-tip
05 ail:1141c

•Ite-.1 prig 41,

GREEN Acres is currentiy hiring for the hallowing position.
LPN/RN 2PM-10PM
full-time & 10PM-6AM
M-F full-time Anyone
interested in becoming
part of our team may
apply in person at
Green Acres Health
Care, 402 W Farthing

Kt

xt It) ll'%Ft I
753-55.10

Midas
For Sib

St, Mayfield, KY
42068

14* Craftsman lawn
mower, push mower
kerosene heaters, gas
grill, 55 gallon aquarium with fish & misc
492-6123

O'ER Drivers for smail

20 church pews, white
oak. 270-345-2075

preferred. Send
nssurris & references
to P.0 Box 1040-P

local company. Good

Murray, KY 42071

(270)293-3205

pay. good miles, and
weekly home time Call

CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

liable Home For Sale
OWNER
FINANCE
'98 3BR 2BA $5.000
down $645 month. 1
acre. Murray area. 7531011
1997 28x70 3BR 2BA
Must
be
moved.
(270)527-6604

NEWER 1BR 1 bath,
Wit), OW, low utilities,
close to university.
(270)556-8021
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt., water
paid, available now, no
pets. 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD S1-800-648-6056

2000 Fleetwood 16x80,
3BR, 2BA, appliances,
extra nice. 489-2525

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit

GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down! Your
land or family land.
731-584-4928 Ends
August 15

1BR $325
2BR 6375

Not& Horns Lots For Rent
$110 per month Newe
homes only. 492-8488
320
Apatants For Rag
1 & 2 txfr apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR furnished or
unfumished,low utilities, no lease required,
no pets. $245/mo
753-3949
IBA near MSU. other
locations available.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898

Call Today!
7534888,
Story Avenue &
Southwood duplexes.
All appliances Included. 767-9948
340
Houses For Rent
2BR 28A, completely
emodeled,
C/H/A,
attached garage, $700
per month plus deposit.
1504 Belmont. No pets.
270-293-4602
38R foreclosure Buy
for only 120,200 For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S021
3BR only $262 per
month_ 5% down 20
years at 8% APR. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. 5891
NICE 36R 2BA with
carport. $650. Lease,
no pets. 753-7457,
227-3054

1BR, various locations.
5200-1300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
28R 28A duplex with
garage 270-753-7457
Of 270-227-3054

A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

80(; ;ESN
-A Better Place to Stem"
Hwy 12IN. aCTOSS from
National Guard

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 401 St.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
Wie rent U-Hauls
753-9600

5,000+ sq.ft. building,
.785 acres. High traffic
location, Ky. 121 Bypass. Steve Zea
270-227-8857. David
H. Miller Real Estate
and
Property
Management

OFFICE or retail spoke
available. Prime loCahon. 753-2905.
293-1480
UPSTAIRS floor 401-A
Maple, 4,000 sq.ft. or
can be divided. pnvate
offices,
restrooms,
counter space, cabinets, conference room.
270-978-0698
380
Pots S Supple
AKC Chocolate Lab
puppies. Parents on
site. $100. 970-1061.or
328-8780
AKC
German
Shepherds
from
Hickman
Kennels.
German import bloodlines for working, protection, & excellent
quality pets. 731-3522694 or 731-415-1846
DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
REGISTERED Great
Dane
puppies, 5males, 2-females, parents on premises
$650-$750.
(27017q 1771

Check
us out
on the
Web!

4B sibesday, June 26, 2007

FOR SALE

Friday, June

much more

182 Wells Purdom Drive

Electric
Since 191i6
24 Nom susvoca
Res Corn., & hid
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or Arndt

Call 293-4160
29

7AM-2PM

53-9562

1

41Polixeriss & Ares

Ems
All Real Estate &dyerised in the nowspape
S subiect to the
F ederal Fair liousing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illeJai to advertise any
preference, limitation.
Or discrimination based
041 ISM, color. religion,
sex or national origin,
an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination This newspaper
not knowingly
will
accept any advertising
fur real estate which is
violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
nnormed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
,-ipportunity basis.I Ii

227-8575 Dirt Cheap
Lawn Service.
Mowing, bush trim
ming, gutter cleaning
&
spring cleaning

on
Bedrooms with 1 bathrooms. great locati
,iff t'oles t'ampground Rd 1,831 sq feet
patio. outbuilding & double garage

1100 Olive

Hot sis

Localion•
An) Utindition
A II)

rrativeprup
crlimilierii.t

VI is is.4

270.761.181

1

FIRST TIME
OFFERED'
New Lakefronts
2 DAYS ONLY Sat A
Sun
June 30th A July ist
Save up to $10000
in Closing Costs?
1* AC Lake Access

436-2087 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Sondes. Complete tree
removal, Mc. Insured.

2000 Yamaha Kodiak
4x4 400 cc. Good
shape with very little
off road mess, gun
storage, hard case
storage seat bow
holder iS winch
63200 0130. Call
227-0998 leave message If no answer.

DOUBLEWIDE on
oundabon, 2 car
garage, priced to sea
753-0384
FOR BALE
BY OWNER:
606 Lee St 3814. 2
bath Great home in
Woodgate subdrinsion.
minutes from town but
county taxes' Approx
1.879 square feet
Brand new wood
floors, kitchen sink &
outside lighting 2 car
garage. lomat dining
room, walk-in closets
& covered patio
$159.900 This is
must see!
Call (270)978-3044
for appointment.

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair Free pick-up,
delivery. 436-2867

MOM,

A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully ensured
437-3044

USED TIRES

AAA HANDYMAN
Al types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up Juni
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

14. 15. 16 inch

Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606

FORECLOSURE' 3814
only 820200. For listings 800-560-1951 ext
S020
FS130: Gatesborough
tn-level. Ground levelentry hall, laundry
room, bath. den/bed room rebuilt-in cherry
,:omputer center Main
living-room
w'wood burning gas
logs fireplace, built-ins,
plantation shutters. formal DR kitchen • staintess appliances. pantry
Main
Florida room
floor ceilings 10-ft
Upstairs 3814. 2-large
walk-in closets. 2BA.
Flooring. Hardwood,
mexican hie & bock.
3BRs & stairway carpeted, Inground pool
with lanai 293-2418 for
viewing $250,000

Calhoon Construction, LLC

Maw 011001

a4hoir

YARD
SALE

s
Nturray Ledger & Time

CLASSIFIEDS

2001 Ford Explorer
Sports Trac 4x4 w/pu
bed. 4-door, sun-roof
multi-CD player,
leather seats, +more
90,000 miles. $9,900
(2701 227-9458

293-4954
AFFORDABLE
CARPENTRY

Used Cars

General Contracting
Mitchell Bros.
Paving
i%.ir 461 s.rt• ,p.

o•

759-0501
'53-1537

R

Ron Frame, Jr.

Office: 270-761-6790

\ I `,

270-227-3140
Res.: 270-474-0323 • Cell:
customer is sanstieo
'No job is complete until

Cell: 270-978-1007

& Hauling
1011 1144•I%

Cglemd
NADEAU'S
Conelruction
•floonng •Decks
.Vinyl siding •A/I other
Horne Improvements
(270)9711-2111
Licensed & Insured
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176

270-753-2279
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
It I \I I' seas,i!lllU

Serving Western KY since 1991.

We specialize in tree trimming,
tree removals & logging.
Quality work for quality people.

3-4344• 227-5644

270-519-4353

Lake CR t ence
& Welding
tree Fatimates•
•Vived •Vieyl
-(haim BMA •Inie
iirsioresee a eamemercfal

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting. siding, roofs.
decks.
293-5438

I limier: I 270053-7645
.2-411227-4402
t

KUSTOM KUT
TREE COMPANY

JOE'S JOBS

(270
PAN ION.
R II M
NEED A

BUSHHOGGING finish mowing & moreFree estimates 7534220 or 227-0879

EE
FR
:•7•1.471;

METAL ROOF?
CALL
i 270)752-0414

Suap Applomacil 01* *nag
11404 Stag! Windows & Doors
ti44.4
four0 Metal 11144nert
mint Car gallon

C&C 111110VATION
& 111110111UNG

PPE

270427-2164

Asichnons. Ru(Ong. ,
Decks A Hoene Repair
(270)753-1499
(731)247-5464

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming
stump grinding. firewood Insure- 489-

CATHY S
Wallpapenng Painting
Cleaning. 270- 2276606 731-498-8904

2839

2711-.436-5 5417

Ask forDarren
N ighlengeIr
help?
NEED
Handyman Services.
All remodeling, inside &
out. Tile electncal No
?rib too small Free estimates
(731)247-3001,
(731)363-3511,
I Hancock0wk.net

•*odd) &
APPUANCE REPAIR . CHASE & Mike
Neal Starks Motor
Stockwell's Metal
• locally owned/operated
SERVICE a PARTS
sales going out of
Roofing & Vinyl
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-1151 • 293-2793
business sale!
Siding. 759-1085
759-5534
293-2784
•1999 Cadillac $5.995
227-6238
Chuck Van Buren
•I998 Mercury Sable
red $2 995
.2000 Pontiac Sunfire
Convertible. red,
18.500 miles $4.995
•1998 Chyrsler van
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for can be
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
$3.500
Wednesday. June 27, 2007:
*Se* You might want to
.2000 Ford van $4 500
This year you break precedent. change directions Normally a
More cars & trucks
pioneering new ways of seeing simple conversation could create
ble
availa
ions differently. Moving in
HOUSES for sale 3BR
situat
.
KY
Hardin
that desire: right now much
2 bath, 3 BR I bath. 3 437-4485 437-3907
the direction you choose might detail will be attached to any
BR 2 5 bath, all are
not always be easy and will idea or project. Perhaps this
1991 Nissan Maxima,
brick homes. in the city
determination. oddness helps you secure a betrequire
Black 186.000 miles.
limits from 1,200 sq ft
ht Hang out.
Emphasize daily life and make it ter situation Tonig -Nov. 21)
custom wheals 8 tires.
up to 3.000 sqIt
PIO (Oct. 23
SCOR
realyou
If
.
liking
your
to
more
runs good-looks good.
Starting at $95.000
•411119.
*
ly hate your job, change it. *
good first car for teen.
Call 293-0139 before
in a matter. You might feel as if
t• Consider how much of your life
1114600 753-1239 Of
9PS.I. Early morning
you cannot enact the changes
227.1625
you spend doing it. Honor your- you desire Take your time and
hours okay ar •-•
self. Diets and health resolutions greet each obstacle as a friend
IMMLIHAI I
1988 Plymouth Reliant
might be important. especially Perhaps these situations are giv11
DEB I' Rt1
7534747
as a lingering sweet tooth ing you important information.
marches through your life more Listen. See Tonight: Pay a bill or
;
ever! If you are single, look two
than
,
ern!

$34900w/FREE Boat Slips!
Lakefront au Dock
$74.900
.Voodeff as a property
spectacular
160,000 acre Kentucky
• Lake! Take a tour &
renter drawing to win a
FREE 20 Boat!
Excellent financing
Call 1-800-704-3154
ext 1295 KY Land
Partners. Li

ewisles.
Debris Removal
Tree Maintenance
or removed
ed
tnmm
d.
Trees shape
n equipment
Stump removal • All moder
Licensed & Insured
•
e
servic
ency
emerg
24 hour

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

PRESERVE the past
on DVD, convert your
home VHS tapes to
DVD Preserve your
home movies today by
transferring them to
DVD Call 753-9297 Or
227-5818
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

2006 Silverado LT.
loaded,
22.xxx,
122.500 293-0139

`-11 1-1.1.110‘11

PEACEFUL living pot
minutes from Murray.
this country charmer is
a.mum see, With 3200
sq ft this brick home is
nestled on approx 1 5
acres with a pond and
a lenced pasture for
horses, located on
quiet road in desirable
of
part
Southwest
County
Calloway
3/48R 38A w 2 car
attached garage (with
large
8os:oneness),
detached garage and
garden shed with efoctnc Must see to appreciate $189.900 call tor
VI* 293- 1449 or 7537335

saw
for
OTS
issails in city It
1901[150 in county
293-0139
$10.000

PM
igilliFer be
1.100 sq.lt home .300
so IL upstairs. 13650
641N
Hwy
US
Puryear, TN .,,Must be
moved 110.000-000
(270)293-1437 Dan

icaiTaiiiiirt.ans.

Nneo.3Br. 2tos, 2-car
garage 1,788 sq -ft
Mee leading to
Soared Mee could be a
lit bedroombonus
rocen.alasier or
Indiana w0i-in closet.
lot
1111/$111n OPPlhanelte.
ere is 1 acre
$180.000 293-2874
293-3208
for appointment

2005 Layton Lite travel
traitor 26', eitoallent
Extended
condition
$12.000
warranty
060 (270)227-9787

by Jacqueline Bigar
However, assume that it might
be difficult, as many are reticent
sync
of
out
slightly
or
Understand what is happening,
and stay on course Tonight A
must appearance

Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

2003 J25 Johnson
Me( start 2003 Yach
1973
trailer
Club
Poiarkrallt- 62.500 00
293-6077
1099 SeeRay Bovaider
and EZ loader trader.
190 HP Mercruiser,
87.950 227-1588 Of
759-1424

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
* Stretch and visualize
**
Many situations and discussions
might riot feel nght Use these
experiences to learn how not to
trigger Even a compliment could
come out awkward Tonight
Reach for the stars

1995 24' pontoon.
115HP Mercury, 2006
trailer. Excellent condition $G 900. 227-0802

ORIGINAL Harley
Davidson Sturgis shovel head. 84.500. 88
custom shovel heal
$7.000
or 976

oeo.
(flo)I1eissi

2.200 square fool brick
Pacts..3Urge bed-

c.
to winter 20014 and the period SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-De
following to meet your potential 21)
***** You might be enernew sweetie. If you are attached.
gized and ready to meet a great
As
sync.
in
often you won't be
day Though you feel wonderful.
2008 rolls in. relating on daily complications arise from out of
issues will help develop a the blue. Don't give any energy
greater bond. SAGITTARIUS to theSe situations, knowing that
they will work out Tonight Enioy
will support your choices.
The

$30

23116

rooms. 2 bath. wabit
domes, Noe said141am fully feitiodelsl.
Menosii Lane. 2116
4740

El
MOTORCYCIL'
INSURANCE

3 Oribisai 2.030 an.e.
bnce house. 19 Wily.
garage. 1208 tacit
deck. SW wee of city.
21131$111 or 7153-53114
ViR 20Acouney NOM@
with 7 scree Cal tor
Appointment 270-2934582

MCKINNEY IN
lea N. STII STIO
753-3500

Cal 753-1816
of 227-0611

Call U. N1VP we be gild
In help

ran

SWF, Igtatur.nlecti

Sal

Need to tell
veer howl

Nova leirt A

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing. Mani( wring
P. "Ands( aping

Mowing
Lawn
1
Lowest popes
mulch, other
services also
7554294
22741868 Call

270.7S3-1916

YARD SALE
PRICES & DEADLINES
PRICES:

DEADLINES:
Publish Date

Deadline

Monday
Shopper
Tuesday

Friday - 10AM
Friday 10AM
Monday • 12PM
Monday • 4PIO
Wednesday 12PM

Wedneaday
Thursday
Friday

Thursday - 10AM

Thursday- 12P144

31-70
30 words Sal
or Wits* days words'

$11

$18

1

$18

2

928

$20

3

835

'MAN at owls m at

MAKE IT BOLD:
rUi I Win atl in .1

....„
1/4"u,mei 14 writ

Or,Naar.

or massy ,Notio. Noir Okra
41 40.

la RAMON(

44, 4,„,, 4,„.at4.4,ii

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Work with others knowing that this is the only way you
will have an influence Different
ideas, thoughts and actions
might not feel in harmony with
the situation Avoid becoming a
walk
belligerent Bull by taking a
and getting a fresh perspective
Tonight Accept another's offer
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
for* fr a ** Others will step
ward especially if you do nothing Hovif you deal with offers
and suggestions might not be
with your normal smoothness
and grace Know that you as
well as others could be a touch
gawky nght now Tonight Among

the moment Enjoy whoever
happens to be with you

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** If you remove yourself from
events, you could feel much better Inevitably, there is a knot in
many projects. situations or
communication No one is creating a problem -- simply no one is
in sync at the moment Tonight
ng
Get some extra sleep knowi
this too will pass
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Fnends target you and
want your attention and feedback Stay on course, especially
if you feel as if you are about to
achieve a long-desired wish or
goal Meetings are expansive
Others have surprising conWhere the
Tonight
cerns
crowds are

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
•** You might need to accept
additional

responsibility

a Loon s reward
VIFt00(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
* You might feel that no matter
what you do no matter which
t
direction you turn, you canno
try
win for losing Hence, don't
NH now, and take care of some
mempersonal matters A family
he
ber adores Ow extra attention
y as
Happ
ht
Tonig
gets
she
or

I 1111W

ARE
wriili,t1

1 7$9900

,RE LAKE/ RON I
NH/PEA-1Y w/Iiial SI II'
$22 00 PER MON III

•:51i

Ver.r

1-811-1 7 5263 ext 26
Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed bitetion
Literally, thousands!
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics.
re.
hardwa
y
2. Stylish draper
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
riin.
4. Custom upholstery via t's ean dcne
to fit your budget ,dyNnerw
ed
desir
as
servk
design
r
S. Interio
do
professional installation, yoca won is
fr ciengn 10 fabncation to
in house by as friendly staff
u= for yourself!
Coate check out the Reed Merlon Men

405 5. 12th St • 753 6361

Murray
LASER
Center
Laser Hair Removal
ns
Leg & Face Veins • Skin Discoloratio
Facial Rejuvenation
( 270) 761-4999
NIS Hwy. Ill N.• Murray
AL

groe.INUffayi•offXSIN

111.

First American

CASH ADVANCE

Please join us to help celebrate
10 years of service in Murray
Friday,June 29th •9am-5pm
506 N. 12th Street
270-753-1020

help

As you need to deal with venous
issues Your ability to make a ddfefonce becomes apparent You
MI In the gaps in communication.
awkward Moments and otter ckfficult sttuattOris Tonight Time for

BORN TODAY
Texas billionaire H Ross Perot
entertainer
child
(1930),
Bob
Kangaroo'
"Captain
Keeshan (1927), actress Julia
Duffy (1951)

Grand Opening Lakefront Land Sale

people. not /done
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*5* Your easygoing temperament and ability to &Bust could
become strong factors in what'
occurs Where many g0 up in a
cloud 04 smoke if they are angry
frustrated or feeling awkward.
you can and will make the
adiustment Tonight Chip in and

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*55* your creativity emerges

Cala=
FREE to a good home
Adorable 8-week old
lab mix puppies, 6F &
Call 753-9997
3M
(815)343-5685

*Aimincop.Dial,

..111%
ft

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur,
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

STRUCTURAL, flooring, and remodeling
No job too small. Call
Kenny 247-7061, cell
804-8979

HINOSC011e

ert%sillsers t tint

[glat.od

•Western Union
Rill Pay
• Prepaid Debit Cards
Money Orders
d Credit Cards
Money Transfr

• Payday Loans

•Tax Services
RealTime Refund

FREE FOOD & DRINKS

MONEY MACHIN."'
A chance to WINO!
Cash & Prizes!

d!

First American Has More Ways To Get You The Cash You Nee
WESTERN! I
UNION. I

COMKN/FENITRES

Murray Ledger & limes

LooldogBack

Tuesday, June 26, 2007 • 50

Doctor lifts morning fog
for sleepy single mom

10 years ago
The Murray Woman's Club
received the last $1,000 on June
24 needed to pay for the two
Catms1RIS thermal imaging heltnets for the city and county fire
departments. The Murray Lions
Club presented a check for the
needed payment.
Dr. Mary Lou Skinner of
Iliasville. Va., has been named
as principal of Southwest Elemen-

appointed by the National Board
of Chiropractic Examiners as an
hem Consultant tor the National
Board Examinations
Mr. and Mrs Spurgeon Enoch
were married for 64 years June
4.
Murray American Legion Team
won 10-8 over Fort Campbell in
a baseball game. Murray pitchers
were Alan Gibbs and Tommy
Travis.
t.
4e years ago
irths reported include a boy
The Murray State University
•
$
to
• . and Noah Rogers, a Repertory Company has
chosen
girl • Tammy and Michael Thomp- "My Three- Angels" for
its first
son, a girl to Becky and Jimmy production with Robert
Johnson
Maddox and a boy to Theresa and as director
Greg Allen, June 21; a girl to
Rosetta Robertson, daughter of
Amy and Leland Jones, June 22; Mr. and Mrs. Flavil Robertson,
a boy to Angela and Johnny Walk- has been named Grand
Charity of
er, June 23.
the.
'
Grand Assembly of Rainbow
Rev. and Mrs. Leslie Lee will Girls at a meeting at the Kenhe married for 63 years June 30. tucky Hotel, Louisville. She
is a
20 years ago
member of Murray Assembly No.
Published is a picture of Betty
19 of Order of Raintxns for Girls.
Lowry, chairman of the Business
Rev. John Pippin is pastor of
Committee for the Arts, and Betty Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Hinton, chairman of the Jackson
E. Ray Jerkins is speaker at
Purchase Arts & Crafts Festival, the gospel meeting at Green Plain
presenting checks from the prof- Church of Christ, June 25 through
its of the festival to Cromwell July 2.
Hauge, Murray An Guild, Neva
50 years ago
Gray Allbritten, Murray Civic
One of the most disastrous furs
Music Association, and Liz Bussey, to the Murray area occurred on
Playhouse in the Park.
June 25 about 5:30 p.m. the A.P.
Open house will be held June Fanner Tobacco Warehouse, occu27 at the new south office of the pied by 2,200 Tapppan ranges,
Peoples Bank of Murray.
was destroyed with an estimated
Births reported include a girl loss of $300,000. Published are
to Ed and Deborah Adams, June pictures made at the fire scene
16, a boy to Paul and Beverly A. by Photographer Meredith Rogers.
Nord, June 17, and a boy to RanMurray State College has
dall and Lisa Crass, June 20.
received a grant from the Nation30 years ago
al Science Foundation to estabMurray-Calloway County Park lish an in-service institute for
and Recreation is sponsoring neigh- teachers of secondary school sciborhood programs in the city ence and mathematics.
through July. They are for chil60 years ago
dren, ages 4-12, with Nancy Reeves
Thirty Baptist students from
and Becky Williams as supervi- the Baptist Student Union at Mursors.
ray State College attended the StuDr. Bryan L. Thacker of Mur- dent Retreat held at Ridgecrest,
ray Chiropractice Center has been N.C.

DEAR ABBY: This is in
night before gave me pause.
response to "Too Tired in
To change the body clock,
Parkville, Mo.'(April 27), who one must go to bed at the
said she is same time every day, not just
'not a morn- the night before one's shift.
ing person,' Eventually, one's body will
but who has adjust. However, if the body
been doesn't adjust, she should check
assigned for other causes, like perhaps,
additional sleep apnea. It's a serious medearl y-morn - ical condition. -- C.C. FROM
ing tasks at TEXAS
work. I, too,
DEAR ABBY: "Too Tired,"
Dear Abby am a night should ask to change shifts. I
owl. Give am a manager for a major
me a grave- department store, and we
By Abigail
yard shift, encourage our employees to
Van Buren
and I am a
work the shift that fits them
happy camper. However, as a the best. I ant an owl. I mansingle mother of two children, age the night shift, the time
that has never been an option. that is best-suited for me.
I used to have a rough time
All companies want the best
in the mornings. (I would (all productivity from their people,
asleep over my keyboard on and if changing shifts will
a regular basis.) I finally sought improve the person's performhelp from a doctor and learned ance, then I do not know any
that my daytime sleepiness was boss who would not welcome
actually from a medical con- the shift change, especially if
dition. I recommend that "Too the employee is an asset to
Tired' speak to a physician to the company. -- DIANE IN
find out if there is an under- SECAUCUS, N.J.
lying cause for her sleepiness.
DEAR ABBY: You know
-- AWAKE WITH THE SUNwhat? I think "Too Tired" needs
RISE, KEIZER, ORE.
to suck it up and do the job
DEAR
AWAKE:
The assigned to her. Most jobs are
responses I received to that based on the premise that you
letter were as different as night
wake up early, go to work and
and day! Read on:
get home for dinner. In colDEAR ABBY: Your advice lege you can schedule classes
to "Too Tired in Parkville" to start at 3 in the afternoon
was excellent. I realize that if you want, sleep in and enjoy
some people are not "morn- your mornings.
ing people,' but the comment
Its time for "Too Tired" to
she made about being unable learn that the majority of peoto function no matter how
ple go to work in the mornmuch sleep she had gotten the ing, and she should get used
to it. -- DIANA IN SAN
FRANCISCO
DEAR ABBY: As an
By The Associated Press
In 1925, Charlie Chaplin's clas- to enter the Korean conflict.
employer. I read that letter and
Today is Tuesday, June 26, the sic comedy "The Gold Rush" preIn 1959, President Eisenhower
noticed flaws in the writer's
177th day of 2007. There are 188 miered at Grauman's Egyptian The- joined Britain's Queen Elizabeth
work ethic. She stated that
days left in the year.
atre in Hollywood, Calif.
II in ceremonies officially openshe's just out of college and
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1945, the charter of the ing the St. Lawrence Seaway.
On June 26, 1963, President United Nations was signed by 50
has a part-time job in her field
In 1968, Chief U.S. Justice
Kennedy visited West Berlin. where countries in San Francisco.
that has been "easy and laidEarl Warren announced he was
he made his famous declaration:
In 1948, the Berlin Airlift began resigning.
back.' When her employer
"Ich bin em n Berliner" (I am a in earnest after the Soviet Union
In 1973, former White House
"upgraded" her responsibilities
Berliner).
cut off land and water routes to counsel John W. Dean told the
with no pay raise, her probOn this date:
the isolated western sector of Senate Watergate Committee about
lems began.
In 1870, the first section of Berlin.
an "enemies list" kept by the
Abby, she is being tested
the boardwalk at Atlantic City,
In 1950, President Truman Nixon White House.
by her employer. If she's workN.J. was opened to the public.
authorized the An Force and Navy
ing in her preferred field, she's
going to make a name for her1121 A la
E3
I.
SOO
self -- a good one or a bad
one. Its up to her to prove
6.113J; VMCen LET re(
5kmees PRE
1A41.
60EFIA.
A SUOWEIZ
LOOAT?
herself regardless of whether
&Lot lATrea
040 iT VAS
144TCAP OF A
STASIV
1414 esvs.
she's a morning person or not.
GREAT
6611.1'
CLOSE bThE
Period! -CHEYNE
IN
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
4ACAT
Ly.yet 4 Au.
‘er
'
DEAR ABBY: "Too Tired"
needs to change her attitude.
RENA3)
Someday she may have to feed
a child at all hours of the day
or night, and the fact that she's
"not a morning person" just
doesn't cut it.
Atarw....4*istr-i
Do you think that farmers
ES LCD INS CII EO0
who get up at 5 a.m. to milk
the cows are all morning peopls? They just do what has to
be done. I bet the incentive
of a large paycheck would make
her a morning person in a
New York minute. -- JOAN
AARLEY IS
SiGGEST
H., SOUTH CAROLINA
SORE itt /14E
•ND
WOQL.t7(
**
**
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TALKING/

Todaylnilistory

Lipitor not cause of
frequent urination
DEAR DR. GOTT: By the
time you get this letter, I will
be 60 years old. I have a problem. In August 1999, I suffered
a mild heart attack. 1 was prescribed different medicines so
could get better. All were dropped
except
for
the Lipitor,
which I get
in a 20-milligram dose.
My problem
is that I can't
take liquids
as much as I
used
to
because I am
Dr. Gott constantly
going to the
BY
bathroom. I
Dr. Peter Gott told this to
my
heart
doctor, and he said it sounded
kind of strange. Is he right that
Lipitor doesn't affect the bladder, or is it just age?
DEAR READER: I doubt
that your Lipitor is the cause
of your urinary frequency, which
is more likely a consequence of
a prostate/bladder problem or a
chronic urinary-tract infection.
I recommend that you address
this issue with a urologist. Ask
your primary-care physician to
make a referral.
Because Lipitor is a cholesterol-lowering medication, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Understanding Cholesterol."
DEAR DR. GMT: Should
I be concerned about my urine
changing from a pale yellow to
a bright orange? I do have a
,doctor, but I go to him only
when
absolutely
necessary
because of transportation problems.
I would appreciate it so much
if you could advise me what,
if anything, to do about my
problem.

,

a
•

DEAR READER: A dark
orange color to the urine may
be the result of dehydration, ;
which you can overcome by ;
increasing your fluid Intake, thus
diluting the urochrome conspounds that your kidneys excrete.
Your urine color could also
be caused by jaundice, which •°,
indicates liver malfunction or ;
gallstones, or perhaps you are ;
on an over-the-counter medication containing riboflavin. For *
example, a new product known
as MigreLief, used for relief of
migraine headaches, contains 400
milligrams of nboflavin, which
will change the color of your
urine to a fluorescent yellow.
Thus, the color change could simply be attributed to the additional vitamin B complex in
your system.
If your urine darkening fail;
to respond to increased fluids
and you haven't modified your
diet, see your doctor for further testing.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Regarding the ginger root for motion
sickness and your request for similar experiences with the product, my daughter had all-day
morning sickness when she was
pregnant with her second child.
Nothing medicinal seemed to
help with her nausea and vomiting. After months of this, one
of my friends told me her niece
had the same problem and purchased empty capsules and filled
them with ginger. My daugh- 7t.
ter's doctor was consulted as to
its safety, and she was advised
it couldn't hurt. She found amazmg relief.
Upon reading one of my books
on natural remedies, I learned
that ancient seamen took ginger for seasickness.
DEAR READER:Thank you
for your sharing your daughter's experience with ginger.

ContractBridge
North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 6
111P A .I 9 3
•Q 9 6 4 2
•Q 5
WEST
EAST
•Q 10 7 5 2
•9 8 4
•—
V76 5 4
•A 8 3
•K 5
+108632
J 74
SOUTH
•K J 3
K Q 1082
•.1 107
+A9
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
I•
Pass
1
Pass
2
Pass
4V
Opening lead — three of clubs.
One of the primary traits of the
expert player is the ability and willingness to alter his initial plan if
something unexpected occurs.
Surely it makes no sense to continue
on a course that is destined to fail.
Take this case from a team contest. Both North-South pairs reached
four hearts, both Wests fed a club,
and both declarers took East's king
with the ace alter playing the queen
from dummy. A heart was then led to
dummy's jack, on which West
showed out.
At the first table, South next
played the A-K of spades and ruffed
a spade in dummy before drawing
Last's remaining trumps. This la
declarer with one trump and only

nine tricks, with no way to develop a
10th. When he next led a diamond,
East won with the king, cashed the
jack of clubs and played another
club. Declarer ruffed, but West took
the last two tricks with the ace ofdiamonds and a club for down one.
The second declarer saw that
unless he scored a diamond trick, he
would fall a trick short, but that th,
could not be done if trumps were
drawn first. Therefore, after the 4-0
trump split was revealed, he led a
diamond from dummy at trick three.
South knew that if East started
with a doubleton diamond, the
defenders could negotiate a diamond
ruff, but this might not be easy for
them to do. It was a risk, though, that
had tribe taken.
East followed low to the first diamond, and South's jack lost to the
ace. West returned a club to East's
jack, and East shifted to a spade.
Declarer won with the king, drew
trumps, led the ten of diamonds to
East's king and claimed the balance.
Of course, Fast could have
defeated the contract by rising with
the diamond king at trick three, leading a diamond to West's ace and ruffing the diamond return. Alternatively, West could have led a diamond to East's king after taking the
ace, and Last could then have led a
low club to West's ten to obtain the
ruff But South saw that his only
legitimate chance was for the opponents to go wrong, and this was far
better than what his counterpart
elected to do at the other table.
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38 Motel of yore
39 Toy on a string
thyph
40 Decay
41 Great Lakes St
42 Like this
44 Like felines
47 Protest marcher
51 monsieur s yes
52 Opera tune
53 Wesel or
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1 Prescription
info
2 Computer
system
3 Movie awards
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locate
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Robin
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8 Frizzy hairdo
12 Switch
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13 Zipped through
14 Walked
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16 Prop mover
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27 Publishing
execs
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30 Add coal
31 Exist
32 Low-tech cooler
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34 Midwest St
35 Stroll
37 Blue-gray bird
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Paris Hilton released from jail
LYNWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
A sniffing Paris Hilton walked
out of a Los Angeles County jail
early today, officially ending a
bizarre, three-week stay that
ignited furious debate over
celebrity treatment in the jail
system.
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Teacher workshop held at MSU
twenty-two teachers from
thc West Kentucky Region
attended a week long institute
and
History
on
Facing
Ourselves. The Institute was
part of the TAHOE Plus
(Teaching American History
Opportunities for Educators)
project through The West
Educational
Kentucky
Cooperative. The Institute wa.s
held at Murray State University
in Alexander Hall on June I I !S. 2007. It was directed by
Patricia
Lanier,
Doralyn

Lassiter, Judy Darnell and Pam
Miller, TAHOE Plus staff.
and
History
Facing
Ourselves is a national educational organization whose flitsstun is to engage students of
diverse backgrounds in civic
education that encourages the
skills, promotes the values. and
fosters the ideals needed to sustain a democratic society
Facing History believes that the
study of history is a moral enterpnse. By studying the historical
development of the Holocaust

and other instances of collective
violence, students learn to combat prejudice with compassion,
indifference with ethical participation, myths and nusinformation with knowledge.
'The institute facilitators were
Phredd Wall from Virginia and
Afars lie rich.* from California.

The 26-year-old celebutante
was greeted by an enormous
gathering of cameras and
reporters upon leaving the allwomen's facility in Lynwood
about IS minutes past midnight.
She had checked into the
Century Regional Detention
Facility late June 3, largely
avoiding the spotlight. after a
surprise appearance at the MTV
Movie Awards.
Hilton smiled and waved as
she filed past deputies and the
media, her blond hair pulled
back in a braided ponytail. Her
parents, Kathy and Rick, waited
in a black SUV. Hilton hurried to
the vehicle, where she hugged
her mom through the window.
Hilton. who was wearing a
sage jacket with white trim over
a white shin and skinny jeans,
did not respond to reporters'
questions.
"She fulfilled her debt. She
was obviously in good spints.
She thanked people as she left,"
said sheriff's -spokesman Steve
Whitmore.
Photographers sprinted after
Hilton's vehicle as she left.
When the SUV hit a red light
during the ride, photographers
jumped out of their cars and
swarmed it.
Hilton appeared to have gone
to a family home in a ntzy Los
Angeles canyon north of Sunset
Blvd.
The hotel heiress will corn-

AP

deputies
Pans Hilton escorted by Los Angeles County Sheriff
Sheriff
County
Angeles
the
of
out
reacts as she walks
Lynwood,
Department's Century Regional Detention Facility in
mornCalif., with her lawyer lawyer, Richard Hutton, left, this
ing.
plete her probation in March
2009 as long as she keeps her
driver's license current and
doesn't break any laws. She can
reduce that time by 12 months if
she does community service that
could include a public-service
announcement, the city attorney's office has said.
During her stay at the
Lynwood facility, Hiltai was
mostly confined to a solitary cell
in the special needs unit away
from the other 2,2(X) inmates.
After spending only three
days there, she was released to
home confinement by Sheriff
Lee Baca for an unspecified
medical condition that he later
said was psychological.
The following day, Superior
Court Judge Michael T. Sauer,

who sentenced the hotel heiress,
called her back into court and
ordered her returned to jail, saying he had not condoned her
release.
Hilton left the courtroom in
tears calling for her mother and
shouting, "It's not right!"
She was then taken to the
downtown Twin Towers jail,
which houses men and the county jail's medical treatment center, where she underwent medical and psychiatric exams to
determine where she should be
confined.
Hilton's stay there cost taxpayers SI,109.78 a day, more
than 10 times the cost of housing
inmates in the general population.

Unprecedented buzz built
for iPhone in 6-month
publicity blitz by Apple
By JORDAN ROBERTSON
AP Technology Writer
Even for a tompany that's mastered
SAN JOSE. Calif (API
the Art of produtt-launch hoopla, Apple Int appears to have pulled
,suit all the stops to propel 'Phone hysteria into the stratosphere
Technology analysts say Apple started its publitity s..iinpaigfl for
the 'Phone unt haat tenstically early. first showing ott the device sis
months ago and shrewdly stoking the media feeding frenzy since
then with incremental announcements that ha%c kept the sleek cell
phone multimedia player-Internet browser in the news
It goe• on sale this Friday, and die-hard Apple tans are expected
to km up overnight or longer outside retail stores to get their hands
on an 'Phone for either S500 or S600
But skeplis wonder whether even thoonost innovative product
and whether tht
could use up to the 'Phone's lolly expectations
pre launch anticipation has spiraled too far out of control Strutiny
of the produtt is so great that any small disappointment tould send
Apple's stock plunging. everts say
Technology analyst Mike McGuire said Apple tans base clesat
ed the status of the 'Phone to unprecedented proportions — "some
where between electricity And sliced bread"
"The blessing is you've treated an amazing amount of demand
The curse is you hase a very high level of expectations to meet.
said IsIcCruire. a research vice president with Gartner Inc "II there s
a misstep. there will he a lot of gloating people in the industry
than other smart
* v 14011v the iPhone will he easier to use
APO,
softphs ne. because of its unique tooth st men display and intuitise
isualls
scrolling
aS
features
dly
user-frien
ware that ailov.. for such
through suite mail messages and easy access to the Internet and
video and musk libraries
The hype began when .1pple CEO Steve Jobs took the wraps off
the illaine at the annual Macworkl Conference and Expo in early
January the &amain introduction — accompanied by thunderous
applause and a standing ovation from thousands of Apple aliciona
dos at J San ham's.otonscntion center -- was followed up hy
pub!'
publit relations blitz and hundreds of articles in Hogs, trade
atoms And the mainstream media
The 'Phone stayed in the new. for weeks alter the launch, thank in pan to a trademark infringement lawsuit by Cisco Systems Inc
mink
over rights to the name Cisco said Apple's use of the 'Phone
that
constituted a "willful and malicious" violation of a trademark
2000
since
owned
has
Cisco
which sells a line oi
In late February. San Jose-based Ow°
Internet
Luttsys "ones that make tree long-distance talls over the
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the
share
to
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The 'Phone has already generated a thnving cottage industry
online with insure than I.100 peripheral iPhone items turrently for
protectors
sale on alas including ,oloritil holsters. touch -screen
and ar adapters
But the hype has also hurt ,Apple
pm.The faunal is hems so loseIs wais.hed that Apple's share
after
plunged more than 4 percent in a matter of minutes last month
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Thai not shows how powerful this has become," said Chris
Ilazelton. analyst with market researcher !IX'. who said the amount
of the device
4 hype is "almost dangerous to the cueeess
s going to happen when the resicws unic
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We're Cleaning House... LIMITED TIME ONLY SALE!!!
After 24 Years In Business, Randy & Ronnie Are Clearing Out
About 1/2 Their Inventory - Scratched - Dented - Discontinued 1 Of A Kind & Floor Samples! Their Room Settings Have Been
Cleared So All The Bargain Buys Are Grouped Front & Center
For Convenient Viewin. & Sho • • in

PRICES ARE CASH & CARRY!!!
GREAT SAVINGS
ON NAME BRANDS
•Lexington
•La-Z-Boy
*Sealy
•Klaussner
•Vaughn-Bassett •Universal
•And More
•Aspen

GREAT SAVINGS
ON ALL SELECTIONS
•Living Room •Dining Room 'Odd Chinas
•Bedroom *Occasional Tables •Leather
•Lamps & Accessories •Area Rugs •Recliners
•Entertainment Centers •Painted Pieces

"HURRY IN FOR BEST SELECTIONS...
They Won't Last Long At These Prices!"
mriP

C4entwe Lgttfolor
On The Square

Mayfield

247-4488

Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

